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1. Introduction

Learning by doing (LBD) is the colloquial name given by economists to the phenomenon of productivity growth associated with, but incidental to, the accumulation of production experience by a firm. The experience of a firm at any given age may be measured in a number of ways including, *inter alia*, the age of the firm, the cumulative prior output of the firm, the average tenure of its employees, or the average length of related work-experience of its employees. The most popular implementation assumes that the current unit cost of a firm of age $v$, $c(v)$, is a decreasing function of its cumulative prior output, $y(v) = \int_{0}^{v} x(s)ds$; in much research, most especially in empirical and macroeconomic applications, a power rule of the form $c(v) = c(0)y(v)^{-\beta}$ is assumed.

The term LBD was in widespread use by the beginning of the twentieth century, largely motivated by its expanding popularity as a philosophy of educational method [cf. Dewey (1897)]. Even in economics journals, for much of the century its context was limited to education. Not until Arrow (1962) was the term applied to firm learning, but thereafter its application to firms and even higher levels of aggregation quickly gained currency. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, much of the focus of the literature was on documenting the importance and prevalence of LBD, especially in industrial settings. The literature in the late 1970s and through the next decade was dominated by theoretical work on the strategic implications of LBD; for a period much of this work was conducted in the context of industrial trade policy. Beginning around 1990, LBD factored prominently in macroeconomic models of endogenous growth. Most recently, the focus appears to have reverted to empirical work, which has mainly been concerned with identifying underlying sources of LBD.

One can point to several explanations for the prompt and sustained interest in LBD after Arrow’s seminal paper. First, influential studies by Abramowitz (1956) and Solow (1957) had already established that technical change was a far more important source of long-run economic growth than had previously been realized. The consequent reduction of the theory of long-run growth to a time trend was intellectually unsatisfying and left economists with little to say about policy [Arrow (1962:155)]. LBD simultaneously appeared to offer a source of technical change that was intuitively plausible, that was susceptible to manipulation by appropriate policy intervention, and that did not increase the dimensionality of the optimization problems that economists needed to solve.

Second, LBD generated sufficiently distinctive implications for firm behavior and policy to sustain interest in models that incorporated it. For example, equating static marginal cost to marginal revenue is neither privately nor socially optimal; price-taking equilibria may not exist; and monopolies may be socially preferable to competitive markets. Competition
policy is necessarily rather complicated in such circumstances, both in terms of philosophy (traditional anti-trust policies may be unwise), and implementation (pricing below marginal cost need not signify predatory behavior). Moreover, LBD leads to hysteresis effects, where temporary shocks and policy interventions that alter output have permanent effects on productivity. Thus, not only the design of policy interventions, but also their appropriate duration, are more complicated in the presence of LBD.

Third, LBD appeared to be amply motivated by a large empirical literature, appearing predominantly in engineering and management fields, showing a robust relationship between cumulative output and unit costs. The nature of the relationship was often reported to be precisely or very nearly that indicated by the power rule. Wright’s (1936) study of the cost-quantity relationship in aircraft manufacturing was the first to mention an organizational learning curve in the academic literature (see Figure 1-1), although by this time the phenomenon appears to have already been well known in the aircraft industry. During World War II, the U.S. Government incorporated expectations of strong organizational learning into the contracts it signed with aircraft manufacturers [Asher (1956:84)] and shipbuilders [Lane (1951)], and studies released soon after the war showed that these expectations were well founded [Alchian (1963[1950]), Montgomery (1943), Middleton (1945), Searle (1945)]. During the 1960s, many dozens of studies documented strong cost-quantity relationships in a broad range of industries. Some of these continued the practice of earlier studies, estimating changes in average costs over time [see, for example, Hirsch (1952) and Baloff (1966) on machine manufacturing, and Preston and Keachie (1964) on radars]; this activity attained industrial proportions when the Boston Consulting Group (1972) estimated hundreds of

**Figure 1-1.** Wright’s (1936) rendition of the learning curve. Wright provides no information about the data used to construct this figure, which may even have come from cross-sectional data obtained from different aircraft.
curves, and used them to promote a management strategy of maximizing market share. Around the same time other studies, beginning with Rapping (1965) and Sheshinski (1967a), began to estimate experience as an input in an otherwise conventional production function, also finding evidence of significant learning effects.

This paper reviews theoretical research conducted over the last forty years on the economic implications of LBD, as well as concurrent empirical research on its nature and importance. To summarize the plan of the paper, it is useful to distinguish between different concepts of what Wright (1936) had rather generically called the cost-quantity relationship. I shall use the term *passive learning* to refer throughout this paper to the conventional economic characterization of organizational LBD as an incidental and costless byproduct of a firm’s production activities. A firm that increases productivity through passive learning will be said to move along an *experience curve*. I shall use the term *progress curve* to refer to the empirical relationship between current unit cost (or productivity) and a firm’s cumulative experience. The term *cost-quantity relationship* will be used in the same way that Wright used it: to refer to the observed relationship between cumulative output and the average cost of producing that cumulative output. Finally, I reserve the rather special term *learning curve* for increases in productivity or, more generally, advances in knowledge, that individuals exhibit as they accumulate experience in a task.¹

The progress curve encompasses a broader range of sources of growth than does the experience curve. In addition to passive learning, it allows for research, innovation, product design changes, capital investment, and other costly activities that might, with the passage of time, enable a firm to become more productive. In turn, the cost-quantity relationship is a broader concept than the progress curve. Wright (1936:124) offered three explanations for the cost-quantity relationship he had observed in his career as an aircraft engineer and executive. The first was the “improvement in proficiency of a workman with practice”, characterized by the learning curve. Wright’s other explanations were “the greater spread of machinery and fixture set up time in large quantity production,” and “the ability to use less skilled labor as more and more tooling and standardization of procedure is introduced.” These two are, of course, static scale economies, under which one would observe a cost-quantity relationship even in the absence of learning.

The distinctions between these concepts are not trivial. For example, if movement along the progress curve is driven solely by costly R&D, and not at all by passive learning, then equating static marginal cost to static marginal revenue is socially optimal. Similarly, if the

¹ Empirical work on the learning curve considerably predates that on progress curves. See Ebbinghaus’ (1885) experiments on memory, Bryan and Harter’s (1899) study of telegraph operators, and Book’s (1908) study of typists.
The cost-quantity relationship is purely a result of static scale economies, then it and the progress function have distinct economic implications. Consider, for example, an unanticipated transitory demand shock that raises the rate of production for a period of time. The progress function predicts a permanent decline in unit costs from this point forward. In contrast, static scale economies predict that transitory shocks have no effect on long-run costs. In the short-run, unit costs may bear a positive or negative relationship to output shocks, even when long-run average cost is declining, because the firm must respond to unanticipated shocks by moving along its short-run cost curve. In summary, many of the distinctive (and intriguing) implications of LBD are lost when firm progress is not driven by passive learning.

I begin in Section 2 with a review of some theoretical implications of passive learning. The section considers, *inter alia*, its consequences for the pricing decision of a single firm, conditions for the existence of a competitive equilibrium, and its strategic implications. Many of the intriguing implications of learning turn out to depend upon auxiliary assumptions that may not hold. For example, it is a widely–held belief that learning generates dynamic scale economies that are incompatible with price-taking equilibria; whether this is so depends on assumptions made about the static cost function, as well as assumptions about the form of the experience curve. Section 3 provides a selective review of empirical work. Two central questions emerge from the empirical literature. First, what fraction of the cost-quantity relationship is accounted for by passive learning? Second, is the contribution of passive learning unbounded as experience accumulates? The answers to these questions are clouded by considerable empirical difficulties caused in large part by the poor quality of data that have typically been available to researchers. Early studies invariably indicated an important role for passive learning, and favored specifications consistent with unbounded productivity. But recent studies using highly detailed data have raised doubts about the conventional wisdom. The tenor of this newer literature is that relatively little of the cost-quantity relationship observed in industrial settings can be attributed to passive learning, and thus that much of the theoretical work on passive learning might be barking up the wrong tree. In settings where LBD or passive learning is likely to be a major factor in the cost-quantity relationship, the likely conclusion is that it is bounded.

Section 4 reviews theories of learning, in two parts. The section first reviews theories that have attempted to generate a power rule for passive learning, before turning to a treatment

---

2 That is, with declining long-run average cost, small positive shocks to demand reduce average cost while sufficiently large shocks increase it.

3 Perhaps it is more accurate to say that the answers are unusually demanding of the data, to an extent that strains even what high-quality datasets can offer.
of models with bounded learning. One lesson from these latter models is that alternative
theories with potentially distinct policy implications, may be exactly or nearly exactly ob-
ervationally equivalent. Section 5 reviews macroeconomic models of economic growth, with
a focus on models that incorporate bounded learning. These models are essentially hybrids
involving the sequential introduction of generations of products or technologies, with pas-
sive learning within each generations. New generations are introduced either exogenously or
as the result of some purposive activity distinct from passive learning, such as R&D, al-
though there may also be learning spillovers across generations. In these hybrid models,
passive learning is often an inessential component of long-run growth. To the contrary, too
much passive learning can under certain circumstances lead to stagnation.

2. Microeconomic Implications of Passive Learning

This section reviews some theoretical implications of passive learning under the conven-
tional assumption that learning proceeds in lockstep with cumulative production volume.
The review begins, in subsection 2.1, with the pricing and output decisions of a single firm.
Because passive learning generates dynamic increasing returns, much of the early theoreti-
cal literature confined itself to imperfect competition. However, perfect competition is com-
patible with passive learning when static marginal costs rise sufficiently rapidly; subsection
2.2 reviews the conditions under which a price taking equilibrium can exist. Subsections 2.3
and 2.4 consider some implications of passive learning for industry concentration. Subsec-
tion 2.5 reviews some strategic implications of passive learning in imperfectly competitive
markets. It begins by holding fixed the number of firms and exploring how passive learning
influences pricing behavior when there are strategic considerations. The second part is con-
cerned with the incentives that passive learning creates for incumbent firms to engage in
predatory behavior designed to deter entry or promote exit. The section closes with a dis-
cussion of the robustness of results to alternative formulations of passive learning.

2.1 Pricing and Output Decisions

Let \( x(t) \) denote the rate of output of a firm, \( y(t) = \int_0^t x(s)ds \) its cumulative output, \( R(x(t)) \)
its revenues, and \( c(x(t), y(t)) \) its total costs. Assume \( c_x \geq 0, c_y < 0 \), and \( c_{yy} < 0 \); static
marginal costs are non-decreasing at any level of experience, while experience lowers total
and marginal costs at any output level. The firm has a planning horizon of \( T \) and faces an
interest rate of \( r \). Its objective is

\[
V = \max_{x(t)} \int_0^T [R(x(t)) - c(x(t), y(t))] e^{-rt} dt ,
\]

subject to the constraint \( \dot{y}(t) = x(t) \). Let \( \lambda(t) \) denote the shadow price of experience. Equa-
tion (2.1) is a standard free-endpoint optimal control problem, so \( \lambda(T) = 0 \). The necessary condition for an interior maximum is

\[
c_x(x(t)) = R'(x(t)) + \lambda(t) ,
\]

and substituting the forward solution for the shadow price yields

\[
c_x(x(t)) = R'(x(t)) - \int_t^T c_s(x(s), y(s)) e^{-r(s-t)} ds .
\]

The optimal strategy sets marginal cost above marginal revenue by an amount equal to the discounted present value of the cost savings obtained from an increment to today. How large this wedge between static marginal cost and revenue is depends on the form of the cost function and the path that future output will take. Rosen (1972) was the first to study the problem. He was content to leave the form of \( c(x(t), y(t)) \) unspecified, and consequently he limited himself to deriving and discussing the condition (2.3). Spence (1981) considered the special case of a zero real interest rate and a constant static marginal cost, of the form \( c(x(t), y(t)) = c_0 \theta(y(t)) x(t) \). Noting that \( d\theta / dt = \theta'(y) y = \theta'(y) x \), Spence’s special case reduces (2.3) to

\[
c_0 \theta(y(T)) = R'(x(t)) .
\]

This is Spence’s well-known terminal marginal cost rule. The firm sets marginal revenue equal to the marginal cost that it will attain at the end of the planning horizon. As a result, price and output remain constant over the life of the firm, even though current marginal cost is falling. Current marginal cost consistently exceeds marginal revenue, although whether it also exceeds price at any point in time depends upon the elasticity of demand and the rate of learning.

The terminal marginal cost rule does not depend upon the precise form of the experience curve, but it is not robust to changes in the auxiliary assumptions. For example, if \( r > 0 \) and the planning horizon is infinite, (2.3) becomes

\[
rc_0 \int_t^\infty \theta(y(s)) e^{-r(s-t)} ds = R'(x(t)) ,
\]

so that marginal revenue is set equal to the annuitized discounted present value of all the marginal costs that will prevail in the future. In this case, as \( \theta(y) \) is declining over time, marginal revenue declines monotonically along with current marginal cost.

When static marginal cost is not constant, the optimality condition cannot generally be
written in a way more informative than has already been given in (2.3). While it remains true that marginal revenue will be less than current marginal cost it turns out that marginal revenue is not necessarily non-increasing over time: Cost-functions of the form 
\[ c(x(t), y(t)) = c_0 + h(x(t))\theta(y(t)) \], with \( h \) an increasing convex function, induce monotonically declining paths for marginal revenue; functions of the form 
\[ c(x(t), y(t)) = c_0 + h(x(t)) + \theta(y(t)) \] yield monotonically increasing paths [Clarke, Darrough, and Heinecke (1982); example 1 in Petrakis, Rasmusen and Roy (1997)]; other functional forms can yield non-monotonic paths.

In general, the firm’s strategy is not socially optimal. But the divergence between the socially and privately optimal output paths is a result only of the market power of the firm. To see this, let \( p(x) \) denote the inverse demand function. Assuming the interest rate and discount rate coincide, the planner maximizes
\[
W = \int_0^T \left[ \int_0^{x(t)} p(v) dv - c(x(t), y(t)) \right] e^{-\alpha t} dt ,
\]
which yields the necessary condition
\[
c_x(x(t)) = p(x(t)) - \int_0^T c^*_y(x(s), y(s)) e^{-\alpha(s-t)} ds .
\]

The solutions to (2.3) and (2.7) coincide if and only if \( R^t(x(t)) = p(x(t)) \) for all \( t \), i.e. if the firm is a price-taker. If the firm has market power, its optimal strategy involves less output and slower learning than the social planner prefers. The static exercise of market power induces a monopolist to reduce output relative to the social optimum, thereby reducing the rate at which experience is accumulated. Deviations from the static optimum depend on the size of the gains from cost reductions. When the demand curve is downward sloping, part of the social gains accrue to consumers, and so the planner gains more from a cost reduction than does a monopolist. Thus, both static and dynamic considerations induce deviations of the same sign between privately and socially optimal behavior. Put another way, passive learning exacerbates the sub-optimality of monopoly output, but it does not create inefficiency on its own.

2.2 Cost Functions and Price-Taking Behavior

The welfare consequences of passive learning clearly depend in large part on the question of whether price taking behavior can be sustained in equilibrium. The answer to this question in turn depends on the structure of marginal cost. Fudenberg and Tirole (1983) prove that a price-taking equilibrium does not exist when static marginal cost is constant, and this
induces them to study, *inter alia*, the sub-optimality of monopoly output. In contrast, Petrakis, Rasmusen and Roy (1997) show that price-taking equilibria can exist when static marginal cost is increasing. As one should expect from the discussion following equation (2.7), the equilibria they analyze are socially efficient.

The intuition behind these results is straightforward. When static marginal cost is constant, learning has much the same impact on price taking equilibria as does static increasing returns: it forces average cost below marginal cost and generates losses. For example, in Spence's special case, (2.4), the optimality condition for a price taker is \( c_{0}\theta(y(T)) = p \), but average cost over the life of the firm is \( T^{-1}c_{0}\int_{0}^{T} \theta(y(s))ds > c_{0}\theta(y(T)) \). Another way to think about the issue is to consider an arbitrary firm's problem in a two-period setting where all firms are *ex ante* identical. A price taking equilibrium in period 2 requires a mass of atomistic firms producing with the same average cost and earning zero profit, which requires in turn that each firm had produced identical output in period 1. But this cannot be an equilibrium when static marginal cost is independent of scale. Any firm can choose to raise its output marginally in the first period by selling below cost; second period cost is then strictly less than its competitors and so it captures the entire market. In contrast, when static marginal cost rises sufficiently rapidly, average cost over the life of the firm is no longer above marginal cost. On the one hand, increasing output today lowers future marginal costs, but the price of doing so is to raise current marginal cost. When a firm is behaving optimally, its marginal cost is locally increasing. As a result, a firm with lower costs captures a greater share of, but not all, the market, and a price-taking equilibrium can be sustained.

### 2.3 Endogenous Heterogeneity

Passive learning can endogenously generate heterogeneous behavior among firms that are *ex ante* identical. Petrakis *et al.* (1997) show this in a deterministic two-period model with free entry and exit, which has three possible equilibria. In the first, all firms enter in period 1 and remain for the life of the industry. In the second, all firms enter in period 1, but some of them depart at the end of the first period. In the third, there is no exit at the end of the first period, and some firms enter only in period 2. There is no equilibrium that combines early exit and late entry. To see why this is the case, let \( c(x(t), y(t)) \) denote the cost function, and assume that static average cost is \( \cup \)-shaped. Thus all firms that enter in period 1 face costs \( c(x_{1i}, 0) \) in period 1 and \( c(x_{2i}, x_{1i}) \) in period 2. Further, let \( p_{m} = \min_{x_{i}} c(x, 0) / x \) denote the minimum average cost for a firm with zero experience. Free entry implies that price cannot exceed \( p_{m} \) in either period, but it may be strictly less than this.

Consider first the equilibrium in which some firms exit after period 1, so that \( p_{i} = p_{m} \). Firms that exit early produce \( x_{m} \) and earn zero profit in period 1. For this to be optimal,
the second period price can be no greater than $\min_{x_m} c(x_2, x_m) / x_2 < p_m$. As a result, an equilibrium with early exit requires a strictly falling price, which is incompatible with late entry. Firms that remain in the industry produce $x_{ic} > x_m$ in order to benefit from passive learning; they consequently earn negative profit in the first period but recover this by earning positive profit in the second.\footnote{The second-period costs of continuing firms must decline sufficiently as a result of producing $x_{ic} > x_m$ so that they can recover the first-period losses at a price satisfying $p_2 < \min_{x_m} c(x_m, x_2) / x_2$.} Thus, in an equilibrium with early exit, some firms initially produce more than others and sell at a price below their current average cost; these firms survive while the smaller firms exit. If the second period price exceeds $c(x_2, x_m) / x_2$, there is no early exit. In this case, either $c(x_2, x_m) / x_2 < p_2 < p_m$, in which case there is no late entry, or $p_2 = p_m$ and some firms enter in period 2. Whenever there is late entry (and sometimes when there is not), $p_2 > p_1$, so passive learning is compatible with rising prices.

### 2.4 Learning and Industry Concentration

Passive learning is generally associated with increasing industry concentration. This is immediately apparent in Petrakis et al.’s analysis of price-taking equilibrium. Absent learning, ex ante identical firms have equal market shares at every point in time. Learning can induce ex post heterogeneity and consequently may increase concentration. Increasing concentration under passive learning appears also to be a phenomenon of imperfectly competitive markets. Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1988) consider a duopoly with linear industry demand. They show that, even without allowing for strategic considerations, passive learning can amplify a small initial cost advantage for one of the firms, perhaps even to the point that the disadvantaged firm chooses to exit. These effects are most likely when firms are approximately myopic and the rate of learning does not decline too rapidly as experience is accumulated. Cabral and Riordan (1994) explore the same question in a differentiated duopoly model in which firms sell to a sequence of buyers with uncertain demands. They find that a sufficient condition for initial differences in the probability of securing the next sale to widen with the passage of time is that the discount rate be either very large or very small.

To abstract from strategic considerations (which will be considered in subsection 2.5), I show here how initial differences in costs influence the evolution of concentration in a monopolistically competitive industry. Time is continuous, there is a continuum of firms indexed by $i \in [0,1]$; industry revenues are set to unity, and the elasticity of substitution is denoted by $\sigma > 1$. Static marginal cost is constant and, following the notation of subsection 2.1, satisfies $c_i(t) = c_i \theta(y_i(t))$ with $\theta'(y_i(t)) \leq 0$. For simplicity, I explore the conse-
quences of passive learning under the extreme cases of myopia and no discounting. Consider first myopia. Using standard calculations, demands are given by

\[ x_i(t) = \frac{p_i(t)^{-\sigma}}{\int_0^1 p_j(t)^{-\sigma} dj}, \quad (2.8) \]

so the myopically optimal price is a constant markup over current marginal cost:

\[ p_i(t) = \frac{\sigma c \theta(y(t))}{\theta - 1}. \]

Then firm \( i \)'s share of industry revenues is

\[ s_i(t) = \frac{\left( c \theta(y_i(t)) \right)^{1-\sigma}}{\int_0^1 \left( c \theta(y_j(t)) \right)^{1-\sigma} dj}, \quad (2.9) \]

the growth rate of which satisfies

\[
\frac{\dot{s}_i(t)}{s_i(t)} = \frac{(1-\sigma)\theta'(y_i(t))x_i(t)}{\theta(y_i(t))} - \frac{(1-\sigma)\int_0^1 c^{-\sigma} \theta(y_j(t))^{-\sigma} \theta'(y_j(t))x_j(t) dj}{\int_0^1 \left( c \theta(y_j(t)) \right)^{-\sigma} dj} - \mu(t),
\]

where \( \mu(t) > 0 \) is the loss of market share suffered by any firm as a result of learning by its competitors. As \( y_i(0) = 0 \) for all \( i \), (2.9) and (2.10) show that both market share and the growth rate of market share are initially decreasing in \( c_i \). As a result, concentration must initially increase, but whether it continues to do so forever depends upon the functional form of the learning curve. In particular, if learning stops after some finite accumulation of experience (i.e. \( \theta'(y) = 0 \) for all \( y > y^* \)), then an early period of increasing concentration is followed by a period of decreasing concentration as initially disadvantaged firms catch up with the leaders.

Consider now the other extreme, where the discount rate is very small. In this case, too, passive learning is associated with greater concentration. To see this, assume a zero discount rate and a planning horizon of length \( T \), so that Spence's terminal marginal cost pricing rule, \( c_i \theta(y_i(T)) = R'(x_i(t)) \), applies. Firm \( i \) sets a constant price equal to \( p_i = \sigma c_i \theta(y_i(T)) / (\sigma - 1) \) and, noting that \( y_i(T) = x_i T \) under a constant pricing rule, de-
mands are
\[ x_i = \frac{\left( c_i \theta_i(x_i T) \right)^{1-\sigma}}{\int_0^1 \left( c_i \theta_i(x_i T) \right)^{1-\sigma} dj}. \] (2.11)

Differentiating (2.11) with respect to \( x_i \) and \( c_i \), and evaluating at the symmetric equilibrium, yields
\[ \frac{dx_i}{dc_i} = -\frac{(\sigma-1)c_i^{1-\sigma} \theta_i^{-\sigma}}{\int_0^1 c_i^{1-\sigma} \theta_i^{1-\sigma} dj \left( 1 + (\sigma-1)x_i T_\theta \right)}. \] (2.12)

As long as \((\sigma-1)x_i T_\theta / \theta > -1\), which condition is necessary for concavity of the Hamiltonian, equation (2.12) is negative. If there were no learning, (i.e. \( \theta' = 0 \)), then the direct impact on output is simply \( \frac{dx_i}{dc_i} = -\frac{(\sigma-1)c_i^{1-\sigma} \theta_i^{-\sigma}}{\int_0^1 c_i^{1-\sigma} \theta_i^{1-\sigma} dj} \), as is evident from treating \( \theta \) as a constant in (2.11). The term \( \left( 1 + (\sigma-1)x_i T_\theta \right)^{-1} > 1 \) is the learning multiplier, showing that the increase in firm \( i \)'s output resulting from a decline in its initial cost is greater in the presence of learning. Moreover, the multiplier is larger with stronger learning effects and a longer planning horizon.

### 2.5 Strategic Implications of Learning

Pricing and output decisions under passive learning with small numbers of firms are complicated by the potential for strategic behavior. As in the monopoly and price-taking settings, each firm continues to face a trade-off between current profits and investment in the form of overproduction to increase the rate of learning. But this trade-off is complicated by the fact that a firm’s current output level influences its competitors’ current and future output levels, the latter by altering the future structure of costs in the industry. Passive learning may also create motivations to overproduce with the intention of deterring potential future entrants, and to induce exit through predatory pricing.

Dynamic oligopoly models quickly become intractable, so much of the analysis has been conducting in specialized settings. As a consequence, some of the findings reported in this subsection are unlikely to be especially robust to perturbations in the auxiliary assumptions. Nonetheless, some results have been found to hold in several settings. First, there are a set of results that apply to industries with a fixed number of firms: passive learning in such markets appears to be pro-competitive, raising output above the level that would be attained absent learning; output may fall over time even in settings in which monopoly output would unambiguously rise; and learning can lower industry profits even though it reduces costs and raises economic welfare. A second set of results concerns strategic behav-
ior designed to deter entry and to force exit. In particular, passive learning induces aggressive pricing by incumbents to deter future entry, and it also creates a rationale for predation.

- **Fixed numbers of firms.** Consider the two-period linear duopoly model developed by Fudenberg and Tirole (1983).\(^5\) Denote the two firms by \(A\) and \(B\) and denote their outputs in period \(i = 1, 2\) by \(x_i^A\) and \(x_i^B\). Demand is \(p_i = 1 - (x_i^A + x_i^B)\), and each firm’s first-period unit cost is \(c \in (0,1)\). Second period unit cost is given by \(c_j = c - \lambda x_j^i\), \(j = A, B\). In quantity competition, the second period is a standard static Cournot, in which average cost is a decreasing function of first-period output. Hence second-period output is increasing in the speed of learning and in first-period output.

Let \(\beta\) denote the discount factor. The Nash equilibrium for first-period output is

\[
x_i^j = \frac{(1-c)(9 + 4\beta \lambda)}{27 - 4\beta^2 \lambda^2},
\]

which is strictly increasing in \(\lambda\) for all but myopic firms. Thus, passive learning is associated with increased first-period output. It then follows that second-period costs are lower, and that second-period output is higher. This is, of course, equally true in the absence of strategic considerations. A more useful exercise, therefore, compares (2.13) with the output that would be attained in a *precommitment equilibrium*, which Fudenberg and Tirole define as an equilibrium in which firms ignore the consequences of dynamic changes in the cost structure on their competitor’s future output. First-period output under precommitment is

\[
\hat{x}_i^j = \frac{(1-c)(3 + \beta \lambda)}{9 - 3\beta^2 \lambda^2}.
\]

Although each firm ignores the effect of learning on its competitor’s future output in the precommitment equilibrium, it continues to behave strategically with respect to current output and it takes into account the effect of its own first-period output on its own future cost. The degree to which passive learning alters strategic behavior in duopoly can therefore be summarized by the ratio \(x_i^j / \hat{x}_i^j\), which equals one when \(\lambda = 0\), and is strictly increasing in \(\lambda\). Thus, strategic considerations in the presence of passive learning promote competition in the first-period and, by extension, in the second period as well. In fact, when the rate of learning is high and firms do not discount the future much, market performance is surprisingly good in the first-period: if one allows \(\beta \lambda^2 < \frac{1}{3}\),\(^6\) and sets

---

\(^5\) The qualitative results here hold for \(n\)-firm oligopolies with equivalent auxiliary assumptions.

\(^6\) ‘Conventional’ comparative statics and stability require that \(\beta \lambda^2 < \frac{1}{3}\).
the discount factor to unity, then the duopoly attains $\frac{32}{63}$ of the competitive output.$^7$ The second-period duopoly output remains at two-thirds the output level that would be attained under marginal cost pricing, although learning has of course reduced cost.$^8$

It is a standard result that duopoly profits are inversely related to production costs. It is therefore somewhat surprising that, under a wide range of values for $\lambda$ and $\beta$, passive learning reduces discounted lifetime profits, $v'(\lambda, \beta) = \pi_1' + \beta \pi_2'$. In particular, if $\beta$ is sufficiently large, then $v'(\lambda, \beta)$ is decreasing in $\lambda$ for all admissible rates of learning.$^9$ Profits are always increasing in $\lambda$ in the precommitment equilibrium, so this surprising finding is clearly the competitive consequence of raising first-period output to influence the competitor’s future output. There is no reason to expect this result to be especially robust, but Spence (1981) reports that in his model rates of return are generally lower when learning is rapid.

With constant static marginal cost, output rises monotonically in monopoly. It does so also in the duopoly precommitment equilibrium, but not in the subgame perfect equilibrium characterized by (2.14). The strategic incentive to raise first-period output may be sufficiently strong that first-period output is higher than second-period output, even though costs have declined in the second period.

- **Predation and Entry Deterrence.** The preceding analysis admits unavoidable fixed costs, which are irrelevant to outcomes (although they affect whether the duopoly would have been created in the first place). When there are avoidable fixed costs, however, strategic interactions are further complicated by the possibility of exit. More specifically, avoidable fixed costs create a motive for predation in the presence of learning. Cabral and Riordan (1997) explore this with a simple extension of Fudenberg and Tirole’s two-period duopoly model.

Returning to our model, assume that firm $A$ is committed to production in the second period, but firm $B$ must pay a fixed cost, $k$, if it wishes to remain active. To ensure smoothness of the first-order conditions, assume that the fixed cost is stochastic with distribution and density functions $\Phi(k)$ and $\phi(k)$; its realization is observed at the end of the first period. If the realized fixed cost is sufficiently low, $B$ remains active and payoffs in the second period.

$^7$ Recall that in a static duopoly with linear demand and constant marginal cost, output is two-thirds of that attained in competition. This output level is attained when either $\lambda=0$ or $\beta=0$.

$^8$ Spence (1981) obtains similar results for market performance, measured by the fraction of the maximum surplus archived, in his computational examination of a nonlinear oligopoly model. He reports performance rates of between 84 percent and 94 percent, and also finds performance is better the more rapid the learning rate. Interestingly, performance is not monotonically increasing in the number of firms.

$^9$ For modest values of $\beta$, $v'(\lambda, \beta)$ first increases and then decreases with $\lambda$. 
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period are given by the duopoly profits

\[
\pi^i_d = \left(\frac{1 - c + 2\lambda x^i_d - \lambda x^{-i}_d}{3}\right)^2, \quad i = A, B.
\]  

(2.15)

These payoffs are realized with probability \( \Phi\left(\pi^B_d\right) \). With probability \( 1 - \Phi\left(\pi^B_d\right) \), firm \( B \) exits, leaving \( A \) to earn monopoly profits

\[
\pi^A_m = \left(\frac{1 - c + \lambda x^A}{2}\right)^2.
\]  

(2.16)

Taking the possibility of exit into account, the first-period necessary condition for firm \( A \) is

\[
\left(1 - c - 2x^A - x^B\right) + \beta \left(\Phi\left(\pi^B_d\right) \frac{\partial \pi^A_d}{\partial x^A} + \left(1 - \Phi\left(\pi^B_d\right)\right) \frac{\partial \pi^A_M}{\partial x^A}\right)
\]

\[
= \beta \phi\left(\pi^B_d\right) \frac{\partial \pi^B_d}{\partial x^A} (\pi^A_m - \pi^A_d).
\]  

(2.17)

The first term on the left hand side, when set to zero, is the usual static first-order condition for Cournot duopoly. The second term reflects the influence of learning on firm \( A \)’s decision when the probability of \( B \)’s exit is taken as given. Under the restrictions on \( \lambda \) and \( \beta \) given in the previous subsection, the left-hand side is strictly decreasing in \( x^A \). The term on the right hand side captures the incentive learning creates for predation; from (2.15), \( \frac{\partial \pi^B_d}{\partial x^A} < 0 \), so this term is negative. Firm \( A \) is induced to increase output because doing so reduces \( B \)’s profits under duopoly, and this increases the probability that \( B \) chooses to exit. Cabral and Riordan define the degree of predation as the difference between \( A \)'s output given by (2.17) and its output obtained after replacing the right hand side of (2.17) with zero. Noting that \( \frac{\partial \pi^B_d}{\partial x^A} = -2\lambda \sqrt{\pi^B_d} \), predation is by this definition greater when the learning effect is stronger. In the absence of passive learning the right hand side of (2.17) is identically zero, and there is no incentive to engage in predatory pricing.

The preceding discussion might lead one to suppose that a firm will set its first-period price lower when its competitor faces a risk of exit. But this is by no means certain, because the possibility of exit induces two responses, one of them countervailing, from firm \( B \). The first-order condition for \( B \) is given by

\[
\left(1 - c - 2x^B - x^A\right) + \beta \left(\frac{\partial \pi^B_d}{\partial x^B}\right) \left(\Phi\left(\pi^B_d\right) + \phi\left(\pi^B_d\right)\pi^B_d\right) = 0.
\]  

(2.18)
On the one hand, the increase in profit that would correspond to a lower second-period cost is obtained only with probability $\Phi < 1$, which effect reduces $B$’s first-period output. On the other hand, reducing second period costs raises the probability of remaining in business by an amount that depends on $\phi$. The term in braces is equal to unity when exit is not a possibility, but may sum to more or less than one when exit is possible. Consequently, the possibility of exit (and, more precisely, of avoiding exit by aggressive first-period pricing) may in fact raise $B$’s first-period output, which in turn would reduce $A$’s first-period output. This ambiguity is exacerbated when both firms face avoidable fixed costs.

It has previously been noted that in the presence of passive learning pricing below marginal cost does not constitute evidence of predation, and this creates difficulties for the implementation of antitrust policy. But Cabral and Riordan have shown how passive learning creates an incentive for predation that would not otherwise exist. The lesson might be that predation is more likely with passive learning, but proving it in court will be more challenging. But even if a plaintiff is successful in court, it is not clear what the appropriate remedy should be, because the welfare consequences of predation are ambiguous. Cabral and Riordan analyze the welfare consequences of prohibiting predation in their model. They find that consumer surplus may rise or fall when predation is outlawed. The intuition is straightforward. Predation reduces price in the first period, favoring consumers. In the second period, successful predation leads to monopoly pricing, which hurts consumers, but unit costs are lower than they would have been absent predation.

The principles behind entry deterrence are analogous to those behind predation. An incumbent monopolist increases output with the aim of reducing future costs, thereby limiting entry [see, for example, Scherer (1980:250-252); Saunders (1985)]. Successful entry deterrence is associated with the maintenance of monopoly pricing, but its implications for consumer welfare are again ambiguous because future costs are lower than they would be absent the aggressive first-period pricing. However, as with much of the analysis in this section, one can develop market structures in which straightforward, intuitive, results do not hold. Hollis (2002) considers a two-period model in which firms learn at different rates, either because some firms are intrinsically better than others at learning or because some firms are further down a common progress curve. He shows that an incumbent firm with relatively little left to learn may be ambivalent about entry. While the incumbent would prefer no entry at all, it may prefer a lot of entry to a little: when there are just a few entrants, each may be able to learn a sufficient amount to become an effective competitor in the second period; but when there are many entrants, none learns much and so none becomes an effective competitor.
2.6 Alternative Specifications of Learning

So far, it has been assumed that passive learning is a product of a firm’s own experience; that experience is best measured by cumulative output, rather than by alternatives such as elapsed time or cumulative investment; that learning remains proprietary; and that the effects of past experience are persistent. This subsection briefly considers some consequences of, and evidence in favor of, changing elements in this list of assumptions.

- **Spillovers.** Most of the work on the strategic implications of passive learning assumes that what is learned remains proprietary. Ghemawat and Spence (1985), Stokey (1986), and Lieberman (1987a) have shown that many implications of passive learning, including first-mover advantages, the raising of entry barriers, and excess concentration are muted at a rate that varies inversely with the degree of learning spillovers. Moreover, when spillovers are sufficiently strong to effectively eliminate the incentives to deviate from static optimum pricing and output levels, prices fall in lockstep with static marginal costs. It may seem somewhat paradoxical therefore that many models exploring the implications of passive learning for strategic trade policy in large economies assume purely external learning [e.g. Krugman (1987), Redding (1999)]. However, in these cases, the usual assumption is that there are effective barriers to international knowledge diffusion, thereby enabling national policymakers to engage in strategic behavior.

The evidence points to the presence of significant learning spillovers in a variety of industries. Using survey data, Mansfield (1985) found that information about new processes and products in ten industries surveyed had widely diffused within a year. Spillovers have also been found in econometric studies: Irwin and Klenow (1994) find them in semiconductors; Thornton and Thompson (2001) in wartime shipbuilding; Lieberman (1989) in chemicals; Foster and Rosenzweig (1995) in the adoption of high-yielding seed varieties; and Conley and Udry (2007) in the adoption of best practices by Ghanaian pineapple farmers. However, the reliability of evidence for spillovers is especially sensitive to problems of measurement error at the firm level. It is likely in many applications that firm-level experience is mismeasured, because cumulative output is measured with error or because it is only a proxy for a more appropriate but unobserved index of experience. The industry-wide experience assumed to give rise to learning spillovers is typically measured by average or total industry cumulative output. By construction, this variable suffers less from measurement error than does firm-level experience. At the same time, it is positively correlated with firm-experience, not least because firms share correlated market conditions that influence output decisions. The result is that the coefficient on own-experience is attenuated, while the con-
tribution to a firm’s productivity of industry-wide experience is overstated.\(^\text{10}\)

- **Learning as a function of cumulated investment.** The earliest macroeconomic models of passive learning -- Arrow (1962), Levhari (1966), and Sheshinski (1967b) -- associated learning with cumulative investment rather than cumulative output. Sheshinski (1967a) observed that this is a plausible assumption because new investment changes the production environment and provides a stimulus for renewed learning. A similar argument was made much later by Mishina (1999), whose detailed study of the wartime production of the B17 heavy bomber led him to conclude that learning arose out of the new experiences afforded by scaling up plant capacity. It also seems reasonable to suppose that many of the consequences of passive learning would be robust to switching the engine of growth from output to investment: the excess of output over static optimum levels induced by passive learning is in fact often interpreted as a form of investment.

Nonetheless, linking learning to investment has received scant attention from microeconomic theorists.\(^\text{11}\) One can conjecture why. First, by the time industrial organization theorists were beginning to turn their attention to passive learning in the early 1980s, there already existed a sizeable literature on the use of physical capacity as a strategic device, notably to deter entry but also to pre-empt existing rivals [Wenders (1971), Spence (1977), Salop (1979), and others; see Lieberman (1987b) for a concise review]. Second, it quickly emerged that the implications of strategic investment was, like passive learning, sensitive to auxiliary assumptions. For example, in a linear model it is not in the interests of an incumbent to invest in excess capacity following entry [Dixit (1980)], so investment in excess capacity prior to entry does not constitute a credible threat to potential entrants. However, this result can be reversed with an appropriately nonlinear demand curve [Bulow, Geanakoplos, and Klemperer (1985)]. Third, the empirical challenges involved in separating the learning effects of investment from scale economies in capacity expansion, or from vintage capital effects, must have seemed quite daunting.\(^\text{12}\)

\(^{10}\) Tambe and Hitt (2007) have tackled a similar problem involved in the measurement of knowledge spillovers resulting from investments in information technology. They obtained two distinct measures of IT capital, and argued that the measurement error in each is likely to be uncorrelated; this allowed one measure to serve as an instrument for the other. This approach to the measurement error problem in passive learning spillovers has not yet been attempted, probably because of the difficulty in identifying plausible candidate instruments.

\(^{11}\) One notable exception is Jovanovic and Lach (1989). Their paper also studies the effects of spillovers, but does so in a non-strategic setting.

\(^{12}\) One identification strategy is to contrast the effects of capacity *contractions* on productivity: scale economies in capital would be associated with a decline in productivity, while learning would not. Assuming capacity reductions are accomplished by retiring the oldest machines, vin-
• *Learning as a function of time.* If learning is a function of the passage of time spent producing, most of the strategic consequences of passive learning discussed earlier vanish. The intuition is straightforward: deviations of output from static optimization do not increase the rate of learning, so while the cost structure in the industry evolves over time this is, from the perspective of firms, an intrinsically exogenous process. There is, however, one notable exception: learning as a function of elapsed time continues to create first-mover advantages, and motivates early entry in oligopolies.

The evidence does not favor elapsed time over cumulative output or investment [Argote (1993, p. 41)]. Investigating this is in principle as simple a matter as assessing the coefficients in the regression \( \ln x = a + b \ln y + c \ln t + \varepsilon \). Collinearity produces imprecise results for the samples typically available in early studies. Panel data can expand the effective sample size, although it does so at the cost of constraining key parameters to be equal across units. Rapping (1965) exploits the panel structure of fifteen shipyards engaged in the wartime construction of Liberty ships to assess the relative contributions of cumulative output and elapsed time on the current rate of output. Rapping allows for yard-specific level effects, but assumes the slope coefficients are equal across yards. His best-fit regression produces a coefficient of 0.26 on cumulative output and \(-0.03\) on elapsed time, clearly favoring the conventional formulation of the progress curve.\(^{13}\)

However, a caution is again in order. When rates of progress differ across units, panel techniques can provide spurious evidence in favor of the conventional formulation.\(^{14}\) For example, if firm progress depends on elapsed time, but the rate of progress is different for each firm, a panel estimator that imposes the same coefficient on time for each firm but also includes cumulative output invariably indicates a significant impact of cumulative output. The reason is, much as in the well-known problem of confounding unobserved heterogeneity and contagion effects, cumulative output contains information about a firm’s type.\(^{15}\)

• *Forgetting.* A sequence of papers by Linda Argote, Dennis Epple, and colleagues [Argote, Beckman and Epple (1990), Epple, Argote and Devadas (1991), Darr, Argote and Epple 2007] have shown that capital effects would induce a rise in productivity. Unfortunately, capital specificity ensures that significant declines in plant capacity are infrequent in most datasets.

\(^{13}\) Although Rapping’s findings are consistent with the majority of the literature, there are exceptions. Levin (2000), for example, concluded that time spent producing automobiles is a better predictor of reliability than is cumulative output.

\(^{14}\) Thompson (2007, Table A.1) shows that rates of progress varied widely across the Liberty shipyards.

\(^{15}\) Concern with the confounding problem has an especially long history in count data, beginning with Greenwood and Yule (1920). A recent and important application to learning can be found in Wilcox (2006).
(1995), Epple, Argote and Murphy (1995), Argote, Epple, Rao and Murphy (1997)] drew attention to evidence that unit costs frequently appear to increase during periods in which a firm experiences a decline in its volume of output. These researchers have argued that such reversals in productivity can be explained by a knowledge production function that allows for organizational forgetting. 16

A simple formulation of this idea replaces cumulative output with effective experience, $E(t)$, so that current unit cost is given by $c(v) = c(0)E(v)^{-\beta}$. Experience is then assumed to increase with current output but to depreciate at a constant rate $\delta$ with respect to time:

$$\dot{E}(t) = v(t) - \delta E(t).$$ (2.19)

Estimates of the rate of depreciation suggest that organizational forgetting can be economically significant, although it varies widely across settings. Among pizza franchises, for example, Darr, Argote and Epple (1995) found that knowledge depreciates at the astonishing rate of 17 percent a week, implying that “roughly one half of the stock of knowledge at the beginning of the month would remain at the end of the month.” In wartime construction of Liberty cargo vessels, Argote, Beckman and Epple (1990) report that knowledge depreciated at the rate of 25 percent a month. However, other studies have either found evidence of much more modest rates of forgetting [e.g. Benkard (2000), Thompson (2007)], or none at all [Ingram and Simons (2002), Ohashi (2005), and Watkins (2001)].

Despite the mixed evidence, Benkard (2000) has called for theoretical efforts to investigate the strategic implications of organizational forgetting. The challenge was first taken up by Besanko et al. (2007), who add forgetting to Cabral and Riordan’s (1994) duopoly model of learning and explore its implications for industry dynamics using the Markov perfect equilibrium framework developed by Ericson and Pakes (1995). A little reflection might lead one to suppose that forgetting, by undoing the gains from learning, attenuates the impact of learning on concentration and strategic behavior; as a result, one might further suppose that an industry with forgetting looks something like an average of an industry with no forgetting and an industry with no learning. These suppositions appear to be far from the truth.

Besanko et al. take pains to point out that forgetting “does not simply negate learning-by-doing”; to the contrary, forgetting enables the changes in the state of the industry (fully characterized in the Markov framework by the current unit costs of the two firms) to move
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16 Earlier studies had suggested interruptions to production may induce declines in productivity [Hirsch (1956), Anderlohr (1969), and Baloff (1970)], but the more recent studies argue that organizational forgetting occurs even under conditions of continuous production.
forwards and backwards through the state space. The main consequence of this is that there may be multiple sunspot equilibria – as many as nine for some parameter configurations – even though Cabral and Riordan (1994) had already established uniqueness in the absence of forgetting. When there is no forgetting, it is inevitable that firms that do not exit eventually attain their terminal productivity, and this defined endpoint pins down a unique equilibrium path. At the other extreme, with an extremely high rate of forgetting, there can be little departure from initial costs, yielding a unique stationary equilibrium similar to that obtained in a duopoly without learning. But for intermediate rates of forgetting – especially rates similar to the rate of learning, multiple equilibria can be sustained by rational beliefs that different points on the learning curve can be sustained in the long-run. For example, if both firms believe that the long-run equilibrium involves two producers with little decline in costs, they have little incentive to price aggressively; as a result little net learning takes place and the beliefs are fulfilled in equilibrium. On the other hand, if both firms believe that the long-run equilibrium involves a single firm with low cost, both firms will induce this outcome by pricing aggressively in an attempt to be the surviving firm. In the latter case, Besanko et al. note, firms will price more aggressively in the presence of forgetting than in its absence.

3. Empirical Evidence

The empirical literature on firm progress curves is distressingly large, consisting of literally thousands of reported progress curves in widely different industrial settings. Much of this literature consists of somewhat naïve studies consisting of simple least squares regressions of output or productivity on cumulative output or time, most often assuming a log-linear functional form. The naïve studies, because of their ubiquity, have shown us that the progress curve is a widespread phenomenon. They also reveal that rates of progress vary dramatically across industries and firms, across products within firms, and even across different production runs of the same product within a firm (see Figure 3-1).

The estimation of progress curves induces a number of statistical problems that are in practice difficult to overcome. Prominent among them is the fact that progress curves relate two non-stationary variables, so the explanatory power of OLS regressions are inevitably high. Even so, out-of-sample predictions are often wide of the mark [Alchian, (1963 [1950]), Hirsch (1952, 1956), Conway and Schultz (1959)], so estimated progress ratios are unreliable as a management planning tool. High coefficients of determination (in conjunction
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17 Asher (1956) provides a detailed review of the earliest work on airframe production. Between them, Yelle (1979), Argote and Epple (1990), Dutton and Thomas (1994), and Dar-El (2000: ch. 8) provide extensive references on subsequent literature.
with an absence of guiding theory) also encouraged many researchers to express satisfaction with the appropriateness of the power rule specification. There are of course studies in which alternative specifications were considered, but these alternatives are usually non-nested. The resulting horse race between models, especially for short samples in which a terminal productivity had not been attained by the end of the sample period, is consequently reduced to a comparison of coefficients of determination that differ by margins of no real economic or statistical significance.\footnote{Feller (1940) pointed out long ago that it is difficult to discriminate between alternative growth functions.}

The persistence of the power rule is all the more surprising in view of repeated evidence that after sufficient passage of time the rate of progress declines markedly, often to zero. Figures 3-2 and 3-3, which replicate plots from Searle (1945) from Conway and Schultz (1959), provide two neat early illustrations. In Conway and Schultz’s paper, in fact, six out of ten plots revealed compelling evidence that a terminal productivity had been attained and progress had stopped altogether. This study was one among several that led Baloff (1966) to assert that although the power rule curve may describe the startup phase in manufacturing, it does not describe a subsequent steady-state phase.
There is little reason to detain ourselves with further discussion of the early empirical literature, and the remainder of this section provides a selective review of the more recent empirical literature. Subsection 3.1 reviews attempts to measure learning in large, plant-level, datasets. Subsection 3.2 briefly discusses empirical studies of individual learning (by doing). Finally, subsection 3.3 reviews small-sample evidence from detailed case studies.
that shed some further light on the role of passive learning, and on the difficulties involved in measuring the importance of passive learning in large samples.

3.1 Large Sample Evidence

Since confidential establishment data became available to researchers in the 1980s, a large body of evidence has accumulated showing that a firm’s size increases with its age. New plants tend to be smaller than incumbent plants, but surviving plants grow most rapidly when young. In one of the best-known studies, Dunne, Roberts and Samuelson (1989) report that among 208,000 US manufacturing plants that survived any given five-year period of observation, annual employment growth rates averaged 7.6 percent for plants under five years of age, 3.7 percent for plants aged six to ten years, and 2.9 percent for plants eleven to fifteen years of age. Comparable age effects have been observed in other multi-industry samples constructed from census data [Disney, Haskel and Heden (2000); Baldwin et al. (2000); Persson (2002)] in Dun and Bradstreet data [Evans (1987a, 1987b)], Compustat data [Hall (1987)], and numerous specialized samples [e.g. Audretsch (1991); Audretsch and Mahmood (1995); Baldwin and Gorecki (1991), Mata and Portugal (1994); Wagner (1994)].

Although these findings have often been attributed to learning in young plants,19 evidence for passive learning based on firm size is of limited value because the relationship between plant size and productivity is quite tenuous. For example, Baily, Hulten and Campbell (1992) conclude that across 23 US manufacturing industries, productivity is in fact marginally lower in older plants than in younger plants. Bartelsman and Dhrymes (1998) restrict attention to the productivity rankings of plants in a large sample drawn from three US high-technology sectors. They also find that average productivity in young plants is marginally higher than in older plants. Similarly, Jensen, McGuckin and Stiroh (2001) report that average labor productivity in their sample of manufacturing plants does not vary with age in any systematic fashion.

One candidate explanation for this disparity in the effects of age on size and productivity is that productivity data confound the effects of capital vintage and firm progress. On the one hand, new firms typically invest in technology of recent vintage, which raises their productivity relative to incumbents. Countervailing this vintage effect, older firms may have moved further down their progress curve. Jensen et al. (2001) conclude that these two effects have more or less the same magnitude in the Longitudinal Research Database (LRD). For example, the 1992 cohort of entering plants in US manufacturing was 51 percent more productive than the 1967 cohort had been when they entered; but the surviving plants in
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19 Dunne, Roberts and Samuelson, for example, motivate their empirical analysis by appeal to Jovanovic’s (1982) model of learning and selection (reviewed in section 4.2).
the 1967 cohort had by 1992 experienced an average productivity gain of 57 percent. Similar results hold for other entering years, so that in 1992 all cohorts of surviving firms had average productivity within seven percent of the industry mean.\(^{20}\)

Identifying age and vintage effects is not trivial. It is well known [cf. Hall (1971)] that productivity and output regressions with a full set of vintage and age effects cannot be identified along with a full set of time effects intended to capture industry-wide factors. Jensen et al. resolved this problem by assuming that time effects can be measured by industry-wide variables such as average labor productivity and total output; these are imperfectly correlated with time, which is then dropped from the regressions. Bahk and Gort (1993) also use the LRD to separate vintage and learning effects, but they adopt a different identification strategy. For each year of a plant’s life they construct the current average vintage of capital out of its investment history. Doing so breaks the collinearity between vintage, time and age, especially among older plants, allowing Bahk and Gort to capture industry-wide effects with a time trend. Bahk and Gort found that plant age accounted for output growth among young plants equivalent to about one percent per year; this was somewhat less than half the estimated contribution of embodied technical change of physical capital.\(^{21}\)

Jensen et al. are careful to note that their finding of significant age effects among surviving plants may be due to a number of reasons, including scale economies gained from expansion over time, equipment investment, selection effects, and of course passive learning. Bahk and Gort are rather more willing to identify age effects directly with passive learning, and they go further than others in attempting to decompose its sources. To do so, they estimate a production relation of the form

\[
\ln y_{ir} = \beta_{r} + \beta_{r}^K \ln K_{ir} + \beta_{r}^L \ln L_{ir} + \beta_{r}^w \ln w_{ir} + \epsilon_{ir} \tag{3.1}
\]

on repeated cross-sections of plants of the same age. In (3.1), \(y_{ir}\) is output of plant \(i\) at age \(r\), \(K_{ir}\) is vintage-adjusted capital, \(L_{ir}\) is labor, and \(w_{ir}\) is the average wage, intended to measure general human capital. Bahk and Gort assert that passive learning can be inferred from increases over time in the estimated elasticities. They distinguish three potential sources of learning: manual or task learning accomplished by workers, learning how to use

\(^{20}\) This should not be a surprising equilibrium outcome. If vintage effects dominated learning effects, there would be few surviving firms from early cohorts; if learning effects dominated, there would be few late entrants.

\(^{21}\) Power (1998) develops this approach further by looking at productivity responses to spikes in investment. She finds a positive effect on productivity of plant age after controlling for investment spikes, but no effect of time that has elapsed since an investment spike.
capital, and organizational learning that raises the productivity of employees by improving, *inter alia*, the match between worker skills and task requirements [cf. Prescott and Visscher (1980)]. Plant level data does not allow manual learning to be distinguished from increases in human capital associated with changes in the composition of workers as a plant ages, so Bahk and Gort focus on learning how to use capital, measured by changes in \( \beta^k \), and organizational learning, measured by changes in \( \beta^L \) and \( \beta^w \). Figure 3-4 summarizes the results of their decomposition, which despite the strong identifying assumptions met with only limited success. They found no evidence of organizational learning, both indicators of which first exhibited declines before rising modestly. In contrast, the elasticity of output with respect to physical capital rose markedly. Even for capital, though, “learning” appears to have been completed after four or five years. Moreover, as Bahk and Gort note, most of this apparent learning probably arises from the fact that capital goods are not initially fully installed and operational.

Studies using large samples have provided extensive evidence on the effects of plant and firm age on size and growth. But because of the tenuous link between age and productivity, these studies provide at best indirect evidence that passive learning may be taking place. Relatively few large sample studies directly measure productivity dynamics, and even fewer have attempted to measure the importance of passive learning. One challenge for large-sample studies is that researchers are really only able to measure movement along a firm’s progress curve; they invariably lack the detailed data necessary to understand how much of this progress is driven by passive learning and how much is due to unmeasured factors. Un-
able to measure passive learning directly, these studies are also unable to shed much light on whether passive learning is short-lived and bounded.

3.2 Individual Learning by Doing

One possible way out of this impasse is to focus on special cases in which the context leads us to believe that progress is almost certainly dominated by passive learning. Unfortunately, these are almost invariably cases in which individual learning by doing is the focus of the study. Jovanovic and Nyarko (1995) collected together a number of datasets on learning by doing in commercial settings. Figure 3-5, which plots the productivity of new line-workers at a British munitions factory operating during World War I, illustrates the typical result that productivity quickly attains an upper bound (in this case within four to five weeks after initiating employment). Similar results have been obtained in studies of learning by doing among surgeons,22 and in experimental settings [e.g., Mazur and Hastie (1978)].

For our purposes, however, studies of learning by doing have two limitations. The first is that the firm or plant can do better than the average performance of individuals because it
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22 See Waldman, Yourstone, and Smith (2003) for citations to a small fraction of this extensive literature.
can exploit variations in individual learning rates to reallocate workers to the most appropriate tasks [cf. Prescott and Visscher (1980)]. This process may also be drawn out beyond the period in which individuals learn as the firm dismisses workers that have failed to learn and hires replacements who have yet to demonstrate their ability to learn. Second, in many of the settings examined learning is bounded by construction, so their findings about terminal productivities cannot readily generalize to other settings. This is especially true of medical applications, where the post-surgery complication rate or survival rate is the most common measure of performance.

3.3 Case Study Evidence

A second approach that avoids the limitations of studies based on large sample evidence involves case studies, typically of individual plants. Such case studies are potential sources of the detailed information that is missing from large-sample studies and that might provide rich insights into the sources of a firm’s movement along the progress curve. Case studies become necessary here because the construction of data on these omitted sources of growth is extremely time-consuming. In this subsection, I describe two case studies in some detail; they are interesting in their own right, but they also illustrate two useful points. First, case studies frequently suggest that large sample studies are likely to mislead because much of what might be construed as passive learning is in fact the result of a variety of sometimes complex forces. Second, as will become equally evident, the very complexity of the forces identified in these case studies, while qualitatively revealing about the sources of growth, often make it difficult to measure the contribution of passive learning.

- Omitted Variables. The most obvious danger of large-samples studies, of course, is that measures of experience are correlated with variables known to be associated with rising labor productivity but that are simply not available. Their omission inevitably leads us to overstate the importance of passive learning [cf. Rosenberg (1976)]. For example, Thompson (2001) points out that earlier studies of the Liberty shipbuilding program, which did not have access to data on the capital stock, constructed a crude proxy for capital that was essentially constant over time. The inaccuracy of this proxy is dramatically illustrated by the photographs in Figure 3-6. Thompson recovered capital stock data from the National Archives for six of the thirteen Liberty shipyards and concluded that, for these yards, at least half of the increase in output per worker was accounted for by capital deepening. In

23 In much the same way as Abramowitz (1956, p. 10) urged caution in interpreting the Solow residual, strong measured passive learning effects may in fact be a measure of our ignorance.

24 Bell and Scott-Kemmis (1990), Thompson (2001), and Thornton and Thompson (2001) catalog further omitted variables for which data are still unavailable.
FIGURE 3-6. **Top:** The first Liberty ship keel being laid at Todd-Houston, May 1942. Because of the urgent need for rapid delivery, production of vessels began long before the yard was completed and all capital installed. **Bottom:** A fully operational shipyard, two years later. Source: Lane (1951). Originals in Records of the Historian’s Office, Records of the US Maritime Commission, RG178, National Archives.
a similar vein, Mishina (1999) undertook a closer look at Alchian’s sample of aircraft factories, concluding that, *inter alia*, capital investments were a significant source of labor productivity growth in the production of the flying fortress bomber.

A particularly interesting case study by Sinclair, Klepper and Cohen (2000) is revealing about the efforts sometimes needed to construct the necessary data. They investigated the sources of cost reductions for specialty chemicals manufactured by a Fortune 500 company. The company produced over one thousand different chemicals, but only a few batches of many of these were produced during their thirty-month sampling period. Thus, their analysis focused on cost reductions for 99 chemicals that were each produced in at least ten batches during the sample period. For these chemicals, Sinclair *et al.* had privileged access to a wealth of information, including batch-specific manufacturing costs and output, and (most remarkably) chemical-specific R&D expenditures. Equally important, they had access to personnel and to company records from which they were able to develop a sophisticated understanding of the firm’s operational practices.

Sinclair *et al.* began by estimating a learning curve of the form $c_{ij} = \alpha y_{ij}^{-\gamma} t_{ij}^{-\beta} e^{\omega}$, where $c_{ij}$ is the unit manufacturing cost for the $i^{th}$ batch of chemical $j$, $y_{ij}$ is the quantity produced in batch $ij$, and experience, $t_{ij}$, is measured by the time elapsed since the chemical was first produced. Column (1) of Table 3-1 reports the distribution of estimates, $\hat{\beta}_j$, for the 99 learning parameters. The average is 0.48 but the range is wide, with as many as one third of the estimates indicating declining productivity. Sinclair *et al.* were able to identify four mutually exclusive groups of chemicals: seven chemicals that were “campaigned”,25 thirteen that were affected by a project to reduce the frequency with which chemicals were sampled during the production process,26 25 that were the subject of formal R&D efforts, and a residual 59 chemicals that did not fall into any of these categories. Columns (2)-(5) summarize the distributions of estimated learning rates for each of these groups. The contrast between the first three groups and the residual group is quite remarkable: the learning rates for the seven campaigned chemicals are all in the upper tail of the distribution, with an average $\hat{\beta}_j$ of 1.4 percent; almost all the chemicals in the two groups that were affected by R&D returned positive values for $\hat{\beta}_j$, with averages exceeding 1.0. In contrast, the $\hat{\beta}_j$ in

25 During the sample period, a large-volume product was launched that required the largest reactor. Seven chemicals were as a result displaced to smaller reactors. In order to minimize the effect on costs, each of these chemicals were produced in consecutive batches in the same reactor so that, *inter alia*, the small reactors would not need cleaning between batches. As a result, after controlling for the change in batch size, unit costs fell as a result of the displacement.

26 A team was formed to study for each chemical which stages of the production process always seemed to run smoothly, and therefore did not need sampling. Thirteen products saw the number of samples reduced, and as a result registered sharp reductions in sampling costs.
the residual group are centered on zero, with an average of −0.1.

Sinclair et al. made use of data not usually available to outside researchers to establish the dominant role of R&D in cost reduction. Chemicals that were not the subject of R&D effort experienced on average no cost reduction. It is of course possible that production experience revealed which chemicals had problems that might be addressed by R&D. But, Sinclair et al. noted, requests for process R&D on a particular chemical came from only two sources, neither of which were informed by production experience. The first was in response to an inability to meet industry specifications for the chemical. The second, and more common, source was marketing and sales, which requested R&D after it identified a large potential demand if production could be scaled up and units costs reduced. Finally, Sinclair et al. observed that if expected future demand conditions R&D expenditure and future demand is correlated with past demand, then past cumulative output will be negatively correlated with cost if data are not available to control adequately for costly R&D effort.

### Table 3-1. Distribution of OLS Estimates of Learning Parameter for 99 Specialty Chemicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All 99</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 AFFECTED</td>
<td>25 PRODUCTS</td>
<td>REMAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRODUCTS</td>
<td>CAMPAIGNED</td>
<td>BY SAMPLING</td>
<td>SUBJECT TO</td>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β̂ &lt; −1.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1.4 &lt; β̂ &lt; −1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1.0 &lt; β̂ &lt; −0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.6 &lt; β̂ &lt; −0.2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.2 &lt; β̂ &lt; 0.2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 &lt; β̂ &lt; 0.6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 &lt; β̂ &lt; 1.0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 &lt; β̂ &lt; 1.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 &lt; β̂</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| MEAN | 0.48 | 1.41 | 1.04 | 1.20 | −0.11 |

Source: Sinclair, Klepper, and Cohen (2000: Table 1).
Institutional Complexities: The Upper Weave Room of Lawrence Company Mill No. 2, Lowell, Mass. David (1973) documents an apparently clean example of passive learning in the Lawrence Manufacturing Company Mill No. 2, an integrated textile mills established in Lowell, Mass., in 1834. David is careful to show that there was essentially no capital investment during twenty years that followed the founding of the mill. In particular, every loom that had been installed in 1834 was still in operation in 1856. Nonetheless, output per worker rose by an average two percent per year during this period. Recalling the Horndal Steel mill brought to economists’ attention by Arrow (1962), David concluded that the evidence . . . provides sufficient cause for American historians to insist that Horndal share with Lowell the honor . . . in giving his name to the productivity effects of learning by doing in the context of a fixed industrial facility.

[David (1973, p. 142)].

The data available to David [from McGouldrick (1968)] consisted of plant level data on annual unit production costs. Using much more detailed records that survive in the Baker Library at Harvard, Lazonick and Brush (1985) also document a marked rise in output per worker. However, they reach more nuanced conclusions about its cause, in which passive learning plays only a modest role.

Lazonick and Brush’s conclusions are driven by two significant changes in the composition of the mill’s labor force between the late 1830s and the late 1850s. In the 1830s the labor force in the mill consisted primarily of “Yankee farm girls”, who lived in boarding houses under paternalistic contractual arrangements with the mill. The farm girls were literate, but two characteristics limited their productivity. First, they tended to have little experience, it being the norm to abandon work in the mills upon marriage. Second, they frequently did not work in the mills during the summer, either returning to the farm to help during a busy time of year or taking summer teaching jobs.27 Both characteristics limited the extent to which the farm girls could learn from experience. But they also limited the extent to which the mill’s managers could extract effort from them. If work at the mill became too onerous, most employees had the option of returning to the farm.28

In the late 1830s the supply of farm girls began to fall behind demand. The number of mills in Lowell doubled between 1835 and 1847. At the same time the New England farming

27 In 1839-40, 93 percent of summer teaching jobs in Massachusetts were held by women, compared with only 33 percent during the winter months.

28 One could frame the language in terms of exploitation of labor or, more palatably for economists, in terms of the effect of the value of the outside option on equilibrium effort [e.g. Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984)].
population was declining, both as a proportion of the labor force and in absolute numbers. Offsetting these changes, the population of Lowell rose markedly, primarily due to an influx of native-born families. The changing labor force, which remained predominantly female, created a more experienced labor force, thereby raising productivity. However, Lazonick and Brush argue, managers remained constrained in their ability to extract greater effort, because native-born male heads of household were generally able to earn sufficient wages to support a family, and female workers continued to abandon the mills upon marriage.

In the mid-1840s a second transformation of the labor force began, with an influx to New England of mostly Irish-born immigrants. The immigrants were mostly illiterate, and initially inexperienced in textiles. However, they had fewer outside options available to them. Irish heads of households could not earn a subsistence wage alone, and were unable to object to changes in work rules that intensified their work effort. Moreover, the existence of a “reserve army” of Irish workers made it increasingly difficult for native-born employees to resist intensification of effort, and rapidly forced them out of the mills. As a result the fraction of the labor force in mill No. 2 that were not Irish declined from about 93 percent in 1845, to only 35 percent a decade later.

Thus, Lazonick and Brush argue, increases in output per worker were the result of two distinct processes. The first, until the mid 1840s, was primarily due to individual learning by doing. However, it required a compositional change of the labor force that raised the average experience level of the workforce for this individual learning to translate into rising productivity at the plant level. The second process was an increase in the intensification of effort made possible by the second demographic change in Lowell. Lazonick and Brush note two especially important pieces of evidence for their story. First, despite continuously rising labor productivity, real wages rose only until the mid-1840s. After that date, until the end of the sample period, they fell markedly. Second, a direct intensification of work effort is observed in what has been termed the “stretch-out” at Lowell. Between 1835 and 1842, most weavers were assigned two looms. In 1842, however, the number was raised to three, and in 1851 to four. The number of overseers in the mill, charged both with supervising the workers and intervening when there were problems with the machines, did not fall. As a result, effective monitoring of work effort increased.

Lazonick and Brush attempt to decompose the contributions to plant productivity of, *inter alia*, individual learning and effort intensification. The variables underlying these two con-

---

29 Lazonick and Brush do not report the trend in experience. However, evidence is available in Bessen (2003, Figure 1), which shows that the fraction of new hires at Lawrence Mill No. 2 who had previous experience in other mills rose from around ten percent when the mill was opened, to around fifty percent in the mid 1840s.
tributions are not independent, so only a range could be provided. They concluded that between four and fourteen percent of the variance of productivity can be explained by learning effects, while between eleven and 23 percent can be explained by effort intensification effects. Thus, they concluded,

[the] results suggest that the production-relations hypothesis should be given at least as much attention as the learning by doing hypothesis in research into the ‘Horndal effect’. There is more to the process of labor productivity growth than the technical development of inputs. Social influences on productivity growth must be considered as well.

[Lazonick and Brush (1985, p. 83)]

The story does not end quite here. Bessen (2003) revisited learning at Mill No. 2 yet again:

Lazonick and Brush do not attempt to develop a complete picture of employers’ motivations for these changes [in effort requirements] . . . Employers could have hired allegedly docile Irish and ‘low class’ girls during the early decades, but did not. . . . More significantly . . . the timing of this story is off.

[Lazonick and Brush (1985, p. 83)]

Bessen notes that the stretch-out from two to three looms per weaver occurred in 1842, before the influx of Irish immigrants had taken on significant proportions, but after the arrival in Lowell of significant numbers of native-born permanent residents. Bessen argues that the decision to stretch out the workers must have been driven by the greater work experience of the Yankee permanent residents. To support this claim, Bessen shows that workers assigned to just two looms learned more quickly than those assigned to three or four, although the latter eventually became more productive. Initial productivity for those working on two looms was about 25 percent of terminal productivity, and it took about six months to attain terminal productivity. For those working on three or four looms, initial productivity was less than twenty percent of terminal productivity, which took a year to attain. The profitability of the stretch-out therefore depended upon the labor turnover rate: workers must have been expected to remain in the job long enough to recoup the greater initial investment in human capital associated with assignment to more than two looms. Bessen calculates the profitability of the stretch-out directly as a function of the turnover rate: it was profitable in 1842, he concludes, but not in 1834.

Both studies agree that the transition from Yankee farm girls to Yankee permanent residents raised productivity because it increased average work experience in a setting in which LBD was important. Bessen continues this explanation into the second demographic transformation, while Lazonick and Brush turn to an explanation based on effort intensification.
The timing of the first stretch-out seems to favor Bessen’s story, but there was a second stretch-out in 1851 that, alongside the decline in real wages after the late 1840s, is consistent with Lazonick and Brush. Perhaps we should wait for yet another visit to the data from Mill No. 2 in order to decide between these stories. But regardless of the outcome of further research, one lesson from this case study is clear. Except perhaps in the earliest period after the founding of the Mill, even strong individual LBD cannot explain progress at the plant level without the broad process of social change that changed the composition of the labor force.

4. Models of Passive Learning

Although a variety of models that contain passive learning have been discussed, I have yet to describe any theory of learning. In this section, I discuss theories under two rubrics. Subsection 4.1 describes a model of learning that induces the familiar power rule. Subsection 4.2 describes models generating bounded learning.

4.1 Models with Unbounded Learning

Muth (1986) asserts that March and Simon (1958) were the first economists to develop a theory of organizational learning. They were followed by contributions from Crossman (1959), Levy (1965), Sahal (1979), and Roberts (1982). Muth succinctly describes each of them, but then dismisses each of them in short order either because they fail to induce the power rule for passive learning, or because the way they do so “assumes the desired answer” [p. 952].

Muth (1986) constructs a theory of learning that leads to the power rule from somewhat deeper assumptions. He models a process of random sampling from a distribution of cost draws, where the current unit cost is the minimum of the draws. Let \( F(c) \) denote the distribution of costs, let \( 0 < F(c) < 1 \), and let \( c_{\min} \) denote the minimum of \( n \) draws from this sample. When sampling is random, the distribution of \( c_{\min} \) is

\[
G(c_{\min}) = 1 - [1 - F(c)]^n .
\]

(4.1)

Let \( u(c) = nF(c) \). For any draw, \( \Pr\{c \leq x\} = \Pr\{u(c) \leq u(x)\} \), and so \( \Pr\{c_{\min} \leq x\} = \Pr\{\min u(c) \leq u(x)\} \). It then follows that

\[\text{So I shall not describe them here.}\]
\[
G\left(\frac{q_n}{n}\right) = 1 - \text{pr}\left\{\min F(c) \geq \frac{u(q_n)}{n}\right\}
= 1 - \left(1 - \frac{u(q_n)}{n}\right)^n.
\tag{4.2}
\]

The second line makes use of the fact that \(F(c)\) is a distribution and therefore is uniformly distributed on [0,1]. The large-sample approximation to (4.2) is

\[
G\left(\frac{q_n}{n}\right) \approx 1 - \lim_{n \to \infty} \left(1 - \frac{u(q_n)}{n}\right)^n
= 1 - e^{-sf(q_n)}.
\tag{4.3}
\]

Muth then assumes that, at least near the left tail of the distribution, \(F(c)\) can be approximated by the power function, \(\alpha(c - c_0)^{1/\lambda}\). Then (4.3) is a Weibull distribution,

\[
G\left(\frac{q_n}{n}\right) \approx 1 - e^{-[\alpha n^{\lambda}(c_0 - c)^{1/\lambda}]},
\tag{4.4}
\]

with expected value

\[
E\left[\frac{q_n}{n}\right] \approx c_0 + \Gamma\left(\frac{1+k}{k}\right)(\alpha n)^{\lambda}.
\tag{4.5}
\]

If one further assumes that the lower bound to cost is zero, and that the rate of sampling is proportional to the current rate of production, (4.5) can be written in the form of the power rule,

\[
E\left[\frac{q_n}{n}\right] \approx Ay(t)^{-\lambda}.
\tag{4.6}
\]

The assumption that the lower tail of the distribution can be adequately approximated by a power function is less onerous than it may seem: in the context of applications to extreme value distributions, this assumption must hold as long as \(F(c)\) has no mass point at zero.\(^{31}\)

Perhaps more onerous is the assumption that sampling is random out of \(F(c)\); as costs decrease,

\(^{31}\) In fact, the limiting distribution of the minimum [maximum] of a large set of independent draws is Weibull for any distribution that has a finite lower [upper] bound and does not having a mass point at that bound [e.g., Galambos (1978)].
cline, firms spend more and more time observing new ways of doing things that are far worse than the current state of the art. One might suppose instead that firms observe variations on how they are doing things today, in which case the distribution $F(c)$ should itself evolve over time. For example, firms may be able to eliminate from their search space any costs greater than, say, $c + v$. Then, the sampling space has the distribution $F(c + v)^{-1}F(c)$ for $c \in [0, c + v]$, and zero otherwise. In this case, the auxiliary assumptions necessary to induce the power rule for passive learning become quite contrived.

4.2 Models with Bounded Learning

- Two simple models. One of the reasons that the power learning rule has remained popular has been the ease with which it can be empirically implemented. But mathematical psychologists long ago developed some equally straightforward models of bounded learning. Two specifications have been especially popular [Restle and Greeno (1970, ch.1)]. One is the replacement model, which models productivity, $q_t$, as

$$
q_t = a - (a - b)(1 - \lambda)^{y_t - 1},
$$

(4.7)

where $a$, $b$, and $\lambda$ are positive parameters and $y = 1, 2, \ldots$, is cumulative output. The second is the accumulation model, which takes the form

$$
q_t = \frac{b + a\lambda(y_t - 1)}{1 + \lambda(y_t - 1)}.
$$

(4.8)

Both models predict an initial productivity of $b$, and a terminal productivity of $a$. The parameter $\lambda$ governs the rate of learning. In the replacement model, $\lambda = (q_{i+1} - q_i) / (a - q_i)$, which is the change in productivity expressed as a fraction of the amount left to learn. The replacement model is a little more complicated, as $\lambda = (q_{i+1} - q_i) / (a - q_i - \delta(q_{i+1} - q_i))$ contains an extra term in the denominator.

The names for the two specifications are derived from two urn problems that generate these functions. There are two urns, A and B. Urn A contains a fixed number of marbles, of which a fraction $b$ is red and a fraction $1 - b$ is white. On each trial, one marble is drawn

---

32 In Roberts (1983), agents are able to eliminate parts of the sample space. His model is an adaptation of the traveling salesman problem, in which it becomes progressively easier to eliminate from consideration whole subsets of the search space because they are known without inquiry to contain only routes that are longer than the fastest route currently known. Roberts applies his model to machine efficiency and devises a set of auxiliary assumptions that leads to the power rule for learning. Muth, however, objects that Roberts’ assumptions might be reasonable for machine efficiency, but they cannot be justified in a model of manufacturing costs.
from A. If it is red a ‘correct’ response is recorded. Urn B contains an infinite number of marbles, a fraction \( a > b \) of which are red. In the replacement model, a fraction \( \lambda \) of the marbles currently in A are replaced after each draw by marbles drawn from B. Let \( q_t \) denote the probability of a correct response. Then \( E[q_t \mid y_t] \) is given by (4.7). In the accumulation model, a constant number of marbles equal to a fraction \( \lambda \) of the marbles initially in A are transferred from B to A. For this model, \( E[q_t \mid y_t] \) is given by (4.8).

- **Bayesian models.** The urn problems are a rather abstract way of thinking about learning. Although they capture the idea that learning can be thought of as either the replacement of incorrect ways of doing tasks with correct ways of doing them, or as the accumulation of new skills on top of existing skills, the analogy has proved too loose for economists. Instead, economists have preferred to develop models based explicitly on Bayesian learning.

Bayesian models of learning take two main forms: learning about one’s time-invariant ability to carry out a task, and learning how to accomplish the task. Both models may be applied to individual learning by doing, and to passive learning at the organizational level. Jovanovic (1979, 1982) pioneered the development of learning about ability at both individual and firm levels. Jovanovic (1979) studies the implications for job turnover of individuals learning about their ability to undertake a firm-specific task; individuals who discover they are not good at their current job leave to pursue other activities. This type of model is now commonly referred to as a model of learning about match quality. Jovanovic (1982) studies the implications for industry dynamics of firms learning about their production costs, which are stochastic but have time-invariant means; firms that learn they are low-cost producers expand, while firms that discover they are high-cost contract before exiting entirely. Jovanovic, along with Yaw Nyarko, was also the first to apply a Bayesian approach to learning about how to accomplish a task [Jovanovic and Nyarko (1995, 1996)].

Let the current output of an agent with \( t \) periods of experience be given by

\[
x_t = A_t h_t
\]

where \( A_t \) reflects the match quality, and \( h_t \) reflects task learning. The term \( A_t \) is given by

\[
A_t = (\mu + u_t),
\]

33 Because firms are equally likely to receive bad news as good news, learning about firm ability need not be associated with rising productivity or output. However, selection removes the high-cost firms so that surviving firms are those that have grown in the past. Moreover, firms may still grow on average from learning about individual task ability, because they may be able to reallocate workers to tasks for which they are better suited [Prescott and Visscher (1980)] or to replace low-ability workers [Jovanovic (1979)].
In each period, $u_t$ is known to be a random draw from $N\left(0, \sigma_u^2\right)$, but $\mu$ is initially only known to be a random draw from the prior distribution $N\left(0, \sigma_\mu^2\right)$. One problem for the agent (and his employer) is to learn the value of $\mu$. The task-learning term is given by

$$h_t = \left(1 - (\theta - z_t + \epsilon_t)^2\right),$$

(4.11)

which consists of a target, $\theta$, a decision in period $t$, $z_t$, and noise, $\epsilon_t$. The target is fixed across periods, but initially is only known to be a draw from $N\left(0, \sigma_\theta^2\right)$. The noise in each period is known to be an i.i.d. random draw from $N\left(0, \sigma_\epsilon^2\right)$. The second and third tasks for the agent are to learn $\theta$ while choosing in each period the optimal decision $z_t$.

If $\sigma_\mu^2 = 0$, the match quality is known, and (4.9) reduces to the pure task-learning model. Similarly, if $\sigma_\theta^2 = 0$, the target is known and (4.9) is the pure match quality model. Each of these models is straightforward to analyze under the standard assumption that the agent learns by observing the sequence $\{x_{t}\}_{t=1}^{T}$. The combined model, however, is not easy to analyze under this same assumption. Nagypál (2007) greatly simplifies matters by assuming instead that in each period the agent observes $A_t$ and $h_t$ separately. This simplifying assumption will be maintained here.

Before proceeding, two features of the model that also contribute greatly to tractability merit comment. First, one signal is assumed to be observed in each period regardless of the level of output. There is, as result, no incentive to deviate from the static optimum choice for $z_t$; this is clearly a departure from the usual assumption that the amount of information obtained depends on the rate of output. Second, all distributions are Normal with known variances. This assumption conveniently ensures that posterior variances depend on the number of signals received but not the realizations of those signals. Moreover, the variance is decreasing in the number of signals observed, so learning can be said to be monotonic.

Consider first the task-learning function, $h_t$. The decision $z_t$ is obviously known, so observing $h_t$ is equivalent to observing a normally distributed signal, $s_t = \theta + \epsilon_t$. Then, the agent’s posterior variance of the target after $t$ periods is [e.g., DeGroot (1970, ch. 9)]

---

34 Distributions have been chosen to minimize notation. As a result, the model admits negative output; this could easily be corrected (without adding insight) by assuming output is an appropriate monotonic transformation of $x_t$.

35 Pakes and Ericson (1998) point out that under alternative distributional assumptions agents may fail to learn the unknown parameters even after receiving an infinite number of signals. Thompson (2000) develops a model of growth with an alternative distributional assumption that does ensure learning.
\[ E_{t-1} \left[ \theta - E_{t-1}(\theta) \right] = \frac{\sigma^2 \sigma^2_{\theta}}{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\theta} + \sigma^2_{\epsilon}}. \] (4.12)

The agent’s decision in period \( t \), is to set \( z_t = E_{t-1} \left[ \theta \right] \). It then follows that

\[ E_{t-1} \left[ h_t \right] = 1 - \frac{\sigma^2 \sigma^2_{\theta}}{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\theta} + \sigma^2_{\epsilon} - \sigma^2_{\epsilon}}. \] (4.13)

Turning now to \( A_t \), it is easy to see that

\[ E_{t-1} \left[ A_t \right] = \frac{\sigma^2 \sum_{t-1}^{t} A_{\tau} }{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\mu} + \sigma^2_{\theta}}, \] (4.14)

and hence that

\[ E_{t-1} \left[ x_t \right] = \left( \frac{\sigma^2 \sum_{t-1}^{t} A_{\tau} }{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\mu} + \sigma^2_{\theta}} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{\sigma^2 \sigma^2_{\theta}}{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\theta} + \sigma^2_{\epsilon} - \sigma^2_{\epsilon}} \right). \] (4.15)

Equation (4.15) has endpoints of \( E_0[x_t] = 0 \) and \( \lim_{t \to \infty} E_{t-1} \left[ x_t \right] = \mu(1 - \sigma^2_{\epsilon}) \), so the function is clearly bounded. Because the prior mean of \( \mu \) is zero, (4.15) yields (stochastically) positively-sloped functions of \( t \) only when the realized value of \( \mu \) exceeds zero. Taking averages over all individuals with a given strictly positive match quality, \( E_{t-1} \left[ x_t \right] \) is strictly convex, although for any individual both \( E_{t-1} \left[ x_t \right] \) and \( x_t \) are only stochastically increasing.

- **Empirical discrimination.** It can be very difficult to distinguish between the two types of learning in field data. For example, assume there is no uncertainty about the target, so the task learning component is simply \( (1 - \sigma^2_{\epsilon}) \). Then, taking expectations of (4.15) over all agents with match quality \( \mu \) yields

\[ E \left[ E_{t-1} \left[ x_t \right] \right] = \frac{\mu \sigma^2 (t-1) (1 - \sigma^2_{\epsilon}) }{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\mu} + \sigma^2_{\theta}}. \] (4.16)

If instead there is no uncertainty about match quality (i.e., it is known to be \( \mu \)), but there is task learning, then

\[ E_{t-1} \left[ x_t \right] = \frac{\mu \sigma^2 (t-1) (1 - \sigma^2_{\epsilon}) }{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\theta} + \sigma^2_{\epsilon}} + \frac{\mu \sigma^2 (1 - \sigma^2_{\theta} - \sigma^2_{\epsilon}) }{(t-1)\sigma^2_{\theta} + \sigma^2_{\epsilon}}. \] (4.17)

Equation (4.16) has an initial value of zero. Imposing the same initial value on (4.17) requires that \( \sigma^2_{\theta} + \sigma^2_{\epsilon} = 1 \). Then (4.17) simplifies to (4.16), with \( \sigma^2_{\theta} \) and \( \sigma^2_{\epsilon} \) replaced by \( \sigma^2_{\epsilon} \).
and $\sigma^2$, so both learning models yield much the same expression. Appropriate changes in $\sigma^2 + \sigma^2$ allow for different prior means of $\mu$. Thus, average behavior in the pure match quality model for individuals with any given $\mu$ can be replicated by the average behavior of a particular parameterization of the task-learning model.

To distinguish between the models, one must therefore move beyond their average behavior. Farber (1994) has done so by exploiting the fact that the two models have different implications for the hazard of job separation. When there is only learning about match quality, a poorly matched worker-firm pair waits to observe a number of signals before concluding there is sufficient evidence to warrant separation. After sufficient passage of time, only high-quality matches survive. Thus, the hazard of job separation rises before it falls. In contrast, when there is only (positive) task learning, the hazard falls monotonically with job tenure. In this case, rising expected productivity insulates the worker from exogenous shocks that make continued employment less attractive (either to the firm or to the worker). Farber uses a large sample from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth to study the hazard of job separation as a function of job tenure. He reports that, consistent with the match quality model, the hazard rises before it falls, reaching a peak at about three months. Thus, Farber’s analysis suggests that learning about match quality is dominant in the first few months of employment, although either type of learning may be more important thereafter.

Nagypál (2007) instead focuses on the effect of firm-specific price shocks on turnover. In the task learning model, negative price shocks primarily affect workers with limited tenure for reasons already explained. In contrast, negative price shocks adversely affect workers of all tenures in the match quality model. This is the result of two offsetting forces. On the one hand, selection implies that the match quality of workers with short tenure is on average lower and, as in the task learning model, this makes them susceptible to adverse shocks. On the other hand, workers with long tenure have a smaller option value of continuing the match because there is little for them to learn about its quality. This makes workers with long tenure susceptible to adverse shocks. Nagypál uses these insights to estimate the parameters of a structural model that embeds both types of learning. She finds, in contrast to Farber’s results, that task learning is important in the first few months, while learning about match quality dominates at longer tenures. Indeed, task learning is all but complete after six months or so, but learning about match quality persists for up to ten years. Nonetheless, Nagypál’s point estimates suggest that the magnitude of task learning is much the greater of the two: about eighty percent of the estimated increase in average output is attributable to task learning.

These two studies appear to be the only ones to date that attempt to discriminate between match quality and task learning. Their contrasting results, and limitations of both studies,
should induce caution. Nagypál objects that estimates of the hazard during the first few months of tenure are especially susceptible to measurement error, so Farber’s inferences are unreliable. At the same time, Nagypál’s estimates of the rate of task learning are extremely imprecise (and cannot be distinguished statistically from zero). Thus, there appears room for more work on testing these theories of learning.

5. Passive Learning and Aggregate Growth

This section addresses the consequences of passive learning for aggregate growth. Subsection 5.1 presents a simple one-sector model of growth driven by passive learning that contains some of the key features in the models developed by Arrow (1962) and Romer (1986a). These models predict that per capita income growth is positively related to the size of the population or to its growth rate, neither of which is consistent with evidence. Moreover, both models require that passive learning be unbounded, a feature inconsistent with empirical evidence. Subsection 5.2 therefore restricts attention to hybrid models in which learning within any given technology is bounded, but new technologies are introduced as a result of some mechanism distinct from passive learning.

5.1 A Simple Model

Let aggregate output be given by \( Y(t) = A(t)K(t)^\alpha L(t)^{1-\alpha} \), where \( A \) is knowledge, \( K \) aggregate physical capital and \( L \) labor. Labor grows exogenously at the rate \( n \), \( K \) evolves according to \( \frac{\dot{K}(t)}{K} = sY(t) \), where \( s \) is the exogenous saving rate (there is no depreciation), and knowledge advances as a result of passive learning. In the conventional formulation, knowledge advances at a rate that depends upon cumulative output, but it is somewhat easier to follow Arrow (1962) and Romer (1986a) and link knowledge to cumulative investment, \( \dot{A}(t) = \beta \dot{K}(t) \). Dropping time arguments for compactness, constant returns to scale allows us to write the model in intensive form. Letting lower case letters denote per capita variables, per capita income is

\[
y = Ak^\alpha, \tag{5.1}
\]

and the equations of motion are

\[
\frac{\dot{k}}{k} = sAk^{\alpha-1} - n, \tag{5.2}
\]

and

\[
\frac{\dot{A}}{A} = \lambda n + \lambda \frac{\dot{k}}{k}. \tag{5.3}
\]
Hence, per capita income grows at the rate
\[ \frac{\dot{y}}{y} = \lambda n + (\lambda + \alpha)(sAk^{\alpha-1} - n), \quad (5.4) \]
so a steady-state with constant per capita income growth requires that the growth rates of knowledge and capital are related by
\[ \frac{\dot{A}}{A} = (1 - \alpha)\frac{\dot{k}}{k}. \quad (5.5) \]
This in turn implies that per capita income and the capital-labor ratio grow at the same rate. Equations (5.3) and (5.5) yield
\[ \lambda n = (1 - \alpha - \lambda)\frac{\dot{k}}{k}. \quad (5.7) \]
What (5.7) implies for long-run growth depends upon the auxiliary assumptions we choose to make. Consider first the choices made in Romer’s (1986a) launch of the modern theory of endogenous growth. He sets \( n = 0 \), in which case steady state growth rate can only be sustained under the knife-edge assumption of exactly constant returns to scale in accumulable factors, \( \alpha + \lambda = 1 \).\(^{36}\) If \( \alpha + \lambda \) exceeds unity, even by a small margin, growth accelerates without limit and, moreover, infinite income is attained within a finite amount of time; if \( \alpha + \lambda < 1 \) the steady-state is one of stagnation. The knife-edge assumption demands that the learning parameter, \( \lambda \), be exactly equal to the elasticity of aggregate output with respect to labor, \( 1 - \alpha \). As Solow (1994, p. 51) observed, “you would have to believe in the tooth fairy to expect that kind of luck.”

Even with that kind of luck, Romer’s model yields an unpalatable scale effect. When \( n = 0 \), and \( \lambda = 1 - \alpha \), per capita income growth is
\[ \frac{\dot{y}}{y} = s\beta K^\lambda K^{\alpha-1}L^{-a} = sL^{1-a}. \quad (5.8) \]
The long-run growth rate is sensitive to policies that induce a permanent change in the saving rate (and in this sense the growth rate is said to be endogenous). Unfortunately, (5.8)

\(^{36}\) Romer’s exposition is nominally more general than this. He notes that a steady state can exist in the presence of increasing returns as long as the rate at which knowledge can be accumulated has an upper bound [a formal proof is given in Romer (1986b)]. Of course, the upper bound defines a point, below which there may be increasing returns to scale and above which the marginal product of experience is zero.
also implies that that “a country such as India should have an enormous growth advantage over a country such as Singapore” [Lucas (1993, p. 263)]. There is, of course, no empirical support for this latter conclusion.

Arrow (1962) had assumed $\alpha + \lambda < 1$, which allows for positive population growth. Then, from (5.7) we have

$$\frac{\dot{k}}{k} = \frac{\dot{y}}{y} = \frac{\lambda n}{(1 - \alpha - \lambda)}. \tag{5.8}$$

Per capita income growth does not depend on the saving rate (so Arrow’s assumption produces a model without endogenous growth), but the model has the virtue that growth is no longer increasing in the scale of the economy. However, Arrow’s formulation has the almost equally unpalatable implication that income growth is proportional to the rate of population growth. This prediction also finds no empirical support, at least in modern data [cf. Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992, Tables IV and V)].

This analysis is following a path that has been well-trodden by specialists in the “new growth theory.” The scale effect inherent in Romer’s specification of the passive learning model is also present in early models of R&D-driven endogenous growth [Romer (1990), Grossman and Helpman (1991), Aghion and Howitt (1992)] and was the subject of detailed criticism by Jones (1995a). Jones’ (1995b) approach to eliminate the scale effect yielded a new class of R&D-driven growth models for which Jones coined the moniker “semi-endogenous growth.” These models turn out to be a translation into R&D of Arrow’s passive learning model, and they too yield long-run per capita growth proportional to the rate of population growth. An alternative approach [Aghion and Howitt (1998, ch. 12), Dinopoulos and Thompson (1998), Peretto (1998), Young (1998)] eliminates the scale effect while preserving the endogeneity of growth, but it does so at the price of introducing a second knife-edge assumption in addition to the one already in Romer’s models.

The treatment of scale effects in endogenous growth models has consumed an inordinate amount of space over the last fifteen years or so. However, models in which passive learning is the engine of growth figure nowhere in this literature. This is not because passive learning presents insurmountable technical obstacles (to the contrary, translating to passive learning the scale-free models of R&D-driven endogenous growth seems almost a trivial exercise), but rather because passive learning models took a different tack just about the time

---

37 Kremer (1993) offers some suggestive data linking population growth and income growth in very long run data, but data preceding the demographic transition reflect in part Malthusian effects of income on population growth.
the first-generation R&D models were appearing.

5.2 Hybrid Models

Empirical evidence has established that productivity gains from passive learning eventually dry up absent new sources of stimulation. As a result, a plausible model of long-run growth likely cannot be constructed out of a one-sector model with passive learning as the sole engine of growth. This realization led to the development of hybrid models that combine passive learning with the introduction of new, superior, vintages of technology. Within any vintage passive learning takes place, but at a rate that diminishes as experience is gained with that particular technology.

Hybrid models are of three kinds. First, there are models in which superior technologies are always available, but their adoption first requires the accumulation of experience in inferior technologies [e.g., Stokey (1988), Young (1991), Parente (1994), Jovanovic and Nyarko (1996)]. Second, there are models in which new technologies arrive at an exogenous rate [e.g., Chari and Hopenhayn (1991)]. Third, there are models in which new technologies are developed through R&D [e.g. Young (1993), Stein (1997)]. Only in the first kind is passive learning the sole engine of growth; but such models fail to explain how superior technologies came to exist.\(^38\) Models of the second kind more plausibly allow for sequential discovery of superior technologies, but they run the risk of leaving the engine of growth entirely unexplained.\(^39\) Models of the third kind are most representative of what we may have in mind as a hybrid model.

How does the rate of passive learning influence the rate of aggregate growth in hybrid models? Almost any answer is correct, depending upon the auxiliary assumptions one chooses to make. An increase in the rate of learning may have no effect on long-run growth, it may increase it, or it may decrease it. Too much learning may lead to stagnation, and there may be stagnation that arises independently of the rate of learning. Passive learning may also induce clustering of innovations and, more generally, cyclical growth.

- **Growth independent of the rate of learning.** I begin with a simple hybrid model of the second kind, developed by Lucas (1993). The model is one of a small open economy in which new goods are introduced continuously with respect to time at the constant rate \(\gamma\).

\(^{38}\) But they are very useful for other questions. In particular, models of this kind have been used to assess the conditions under which firms will abandon a technology with which they have experience in favor of a superior, but unfamiliar, technology.

\(^{39}\) Again, such models are very useful for other questions. For example, Chari and Hopenhayn (1991) explain which some firms choose to invest in inferior technologies while other (identical) firms adopt technologies at the frontier.
More recent vintages are superior in the sense that the world price of the newest goods exceeds the price of the previous vintage by a constant proportion, $e^\mu$, so the price of a good introduced at time $v$ is $p(v) = e^{\mu v}$. The labor supply is normalized to unity, and output at time $t$ of vintage $v$ is given by the Ricardian technology,

$$x(v, t) = e^{\mu v} A(v, t) \phi(v, t), \quad (5.9)$$

where $\phi(v, t)$ is the fraction of the labor force employed in the production of vintage $v$. $A(v, t)$ advances as a result of within-vintage passive learning,

$$\dot{A}(v, t) = A(v, t)^\lambda \phi(v, t), \quad (5.10)$$

where $\lambda < 1$ is the learning parameter. Let $A(v, v) = \alpha > 1$ denote productivity at the time the good is introduced. From (5.9) and (5.10), output of vintage $v$ is given by

$$x(v, t) = e^{\mu v} \phi(v, t) \left[ \alpha^{1-\lambda} + (1 - \lambda) \int_s^t \phi(v, s) ds \right]^{\lambda/(1-\lambda)} \quad (5.11)$$

Integrating over all vintages, aggregate output is given by

$$y(t) = \int A(v, t) \phi(v, t) \left[ \alpha^{1-\lambda} + (1 - \lambda) \int_s^t \phi(v, s) ds \right]^{\lambda/(1-\lambda)} dv. \quad (5.11)$$

Assume that the distribution of labor over goods of different ages remains constant over time (as must be the case along a balanced growth path), and let $a = t - v$ denote the age of a good. Then the labor devoted to a good over its life, $\int_s^t \phi(v, s) ds$, is the same as the labor devoted in the cross-section to all goods with age less than $t - v$. Let $\psi(a)$ denote employment on the good of age $a$, so that $\phi(v, t) = \psi(t - v)$, and let $\Psi(a)$ denote the corresponding distribution. Equation (5.11) can now be written as

$$y(t) = \int_0^t e^{\mu (t-a)} \phi(a) \left[ \alpha^{1-\lambda} + (1 - \lambda) \Psi(a) \right]^{\lambda/(1-\lambda)} da, \quad (5.12)$$

which yields the following aggregate rate of growth:

$$\frac{\dot{y}(t)}{y(t)} = \mu \gamma + \frac{\psi(t) \left[ \alpha^{1-\lambda} + (1 - \lambda) \right]}{\int_0^t e^{\mu (t-a)} \phi(a) \left[ \alpha^{1-\lambda} + (1 - \lambda) \Psi(a) \right] da}. \quad (5.13)$$

The integral term in (5.13) is unbounded, so the asymptotic growth rate is
\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{\dot{y}(t)}{y(t)} = \mu \gamma .
\] (5.14)

Growth is uniquely determined by the product of two exogenous parameters: the rate at which goods are introduced and the rate of increase across vintages in the value of goods. In particular the learning parameter, \( \lambda \), has no bearing on the asymptotic growth rate. As Lucas points out, it has only a level effect in this simple model.

- **Growth increasing in the rate of learning.** Lucas generalizes the simple model by allowing potential productivity on goods yet to be introduced to vary positively with experience gained in the production of older vintages. Assume that the initial productivity of a good introduced at time \( t \), \( A(t,t) \), depends positively on a weighted average of productivity on all goods previously introduced. The importance of prior productivity depends positively on a spillover parameter, \( \theta < 1 \), but older goods contribute less than recent goods at a rate determined by a decay parameter, \( \delta > 0 \):

\[
A(t,t) = \theta \int_0^\infty \delta \gamma e^{-\delta(t-v)} A(v,t) dv .
\] (5.15)

Initial productivity is the weighted sum of current productivities on all goods produced since time zero, with weightings given by an exponential distribution over prior vintages with parameter \( \delta \gamma \).

Substituting the solution for \( A(v,t) \) from (5.11) and setting \( A(t,t) = \alpha \) yields

\[
\alpha = \theta \delta \gamma \int_0^\infty e^{-\delta \gamma a} \left[a^{1-\lambda} + (1 - \lambda)\Psi(a)\right]^{\frac{1}{(1-\lambda)}} da .
\] (5.16)

The implications of passive learning for long-run growth depend, yet again, on the auxiliary assumptions one makes. Equation (5.16) links initial productivity and the distribution of employment over vintages to the rate of product introduction, the spillover parameters, and the learning parameter. The model is clearly incompletely specified. Given the parameters of the model, initial productivity and the distribution of employment are presumably determined by equilibrium considerations, such as those explored in Stokey (1988), Young (1991), and Parente (1994). One might reasonably treat \( \lambda, \theta \) and \( \delta \) as purely exogenous technological parameters, but it is less satisfactory to do the same for \( \gamma \) (and, probably, \( \mu \)), which must depend upon innovative efforts undertaken somewhere in the world [e.g. Segerström, Anant, and Dinopoulos (1990), Grossman and Helpman (1991, chs. 11 and 12), Stokey (1991), Young (1991)].
Lucas leaves these elaborations to others, assuming that (5.16) pins down $\gamma$ as a function of the other, exogenous, parameters and functions. Noting that (5.14) continues to define the asymptotic growth rate, if a solution to (5.16) exists it satisfies

$$\frac{\dot{y}}{y} = \mu \gamma \{\lambda, \delta, \theta, \Psi(a)\}, \quad (5.17)$$

where $\gamma$ is increasing in $\lambda$, and $\theta$, and decreasing in $\delta$. The rate of introduction of new goods is also greater if labor is concentrated in recent vintages, which confer greater spillover benefits to new goods than do older vintages. Thus, treating all parameters other than $\gamma$ as given, learning spillovers enable the rate of passive learning to positively influence the long-run growth rate. It is easy to verify that the greater are the spillovers (i.e. the greater is $\theta$ or the smaller is $\delta$), the greater is the influence of changes in the rate of learning on long-run growth.

Passive learning in the presence of spillovers raises long-run growth by inducing the economy to adopt new vintages more rapidly. This mechanism makes most sense if one assumes that new products are developed elsewhere, perhaps in advanced economies, and that the model applies only to developing economies some distance behind the technological frontier (and this is exactly the application Lucas focuses on). An alternative, also reasonable, assumption is that (5.16) identifies $\alpha$, with $\gamma$ held fixed. But in this case, variations in the learning parameter have only level effects despite the presence of spillovers.

In advanced economies, the appropriate assumption likely lies between these two extremes, in the sense that both $\gamma$ and $\alpha$ are endogenous. This is generally the case in models of the third kind, where the rate of innovation depends on the cost of R&D. In these models, however, a wide variety of outcomes are possible. Young (1993) studies the steady states of a model with domestic R&D and full learning spillovers across sectors. First, there is a steady state in which new products are invented and immediately enter into production. Second, when R&D costs are sufficiently low relative to the size of the market, a gap emerges between the time new products are invented and the time they enter into production; inventors wait until learning spillovers raise the productivity of the new good sufficiently to merit implementation. In both these equilibria, the growth rate is increasing in the rate of learning and decreasing in the cost of invention.

- **Stagnation independent of the rate of learning.** Young’s model has a third steady state, without innovation, which emerges when the cost of innovation is high relative to the size of the market. With the passage of time, learning on increasingly aged technologies ceases and so this steady state is one of stagnation. The learning rate does not figure in the conditions that determine the existence of the zero-growth steady state (which depends only on
the size of the economy, the innovation cost, and the discount rate): if learning has been exhausted, its rate prior to exhaustion does not affect the present value of profits earned from sticking with the current technology. Young restricts his attention to steady-state analysis, so it is not known whether this zero-growth steady-state is attainable from arbitrary initial conditions, or from a set of initial conditions that is independent of the rate of learning.

- **Stagnation induced by learning.** If there are insufficient learning spillovers across technologies, experience gained in learning can halt the adoption or development of new technologies altogether. A firm that has gained extensive experience on one good may find it more profitable to stick with the old technology than to adopt a new technology that would, with the passage of time, prove superior.

Lucas' model admits stagnation, but it is stagnation caused by the absence of productivity spillovers, not the presence of passive learning. To see this, note that (5.16) yields a positive solution for $\gamma$ if and only if

$$\theta > \left[1 + (1 - \lambda)\alpha^{\lambda^{-1}}\right]^{1/\lambda^{-1}}. \tag{5.18}$$

Intuitively, spillovers across vintages must be sufficiently large to maintain long-run growth. The right hand side of (5.18) has an upper bound at $\alpha / (\alpha + 1) < 1$, so under full spillovers (i.e., $\theta = 1$) growth is always positive. However, the right hand side of is strictly decreasing in $\lambda$: passive learning lowers the size of the spillovers necessary to sustain growth and makes stagnation less likely.\(^{40}\)

Jovanovic and Nyarko (1996) have analyzed the economics of stagnation in some detail, using the single-agent task-learning model described in Section 4.2. They show that stagnation is more likely to occur if a firm has extensive experience with its current technology (as measured by the posterior variance of the current target), when spillovers across product generations are weak (as measured by the cross-product correlation in the targets) and when the difference between product generations in the terminal productivities is modest. The results are intuitive: the first characteristic raises the profitability of the current technology, while the second and third reduce the expected profitability of the new technology.

Jovanovic and Nyarko assume firms are myopic, comparing only the single-period payoff from sticking with the current technology and adopting the new one. For any given level of

\(^{40}\) Curiously, the possibility of stagnation does not depend upon the decay parameter, $\delta$, or the distribution of employment across products, $\Psi(a)$, even though both affect the growth rate should it be positive.
experience a high rate of learning raises the static payoff from sticking with the current technology more than it raises the one-period payoff from switching. In the limit when all experience is product-specific, the one-period payoff from switching is independent of the rate of learning. Thus, rapid learning unambiguously raises the probability of stagnation. However, myopia may not be an innocent assumption here, and this result may not hold when firms are forward-looking. While the value of sticking with the current technology is generally higher with rapid learning, so is the value of switching to a technology that is expected to be mastered quickly. Forward-looking firms will trade off these two consequences of rapid learning and the conditions under which one effect dominates remain unexplored.

- **Clusters and cycles induced by learning.** Klenow (1998) considers the case of forward-looking firms, but focuses on the possibility of generating cycles. Myopic firms do not switch to a new technology until its initial productivity exceeds the current productivity of the old technology. Forward-looking firms note that switching at an earlier stage is a form of investment, enabling them to gain experience on a technology that will eventually be more productive. As a result, forward-looking firms switch to new technologies that initially yield lower productivity, generating cyclical productivity at the plant or firm level.\(^{41}\)

Klenow’s model is consistent with evidence that plants switching technologies initially have lower productivity [e.g. Cochran (1960), Garg and Milliman (1961), Yorukoglu (1998)], but for the mechanism to induce aggregate cycles, innovations must be coordinated in some way. In Shleifer (1986), innovations are coordinated because of aggregate demand externalities, but this mechanism for coordination induces countercyclical productivity. The development of a general purposes technology affecting multiple sectors may do the trick: Greenwood and Yorukoglu (1997), for example, have argued that the widespread adoption of information technology lay behind the productivity slowdown of the 1970s. However, Basu, Fernald, and Kimball (2006) reject the GPT mechanism, concluding that sticky prices and not learning link recessions to technology improvements.

### 6. Concluding Remarks

This chapter has reviewed the theoretical and empirical literature on learning by doing.

---

\(^{41}\) In Stein (1997), passive learning induces cycles through a rather different mechanism. Firm-specific learning makes it harder over time for potential entrants to invent and unseat the incumbent. Thus, potential entrants expend less effort on R&D when faced by a long-entrenched incumbent. If, eventually, the incumbent is replaced, the new incumbent is inexperienced and is more readily overturned by further innovations. As a result new potential entrants invest heavily in R&D, making rapid innovation more likely. In this way, innovations appear in clusters through a stochastic process characterized by contagion.
Many of the distinctive theoretical implications of learning by doing have been derived under the assumption that the cost-quantity relationships observed in numerous empirical studies are largely the result of passive learning, and some further require that passive learning is unbounded. The empirical literature raises doubts about both assumptions. When observed cost-quantity relationships indicate sustained productivity growth, factors other than passive learning are generally at work. When passive learning is the dominant factor, productivity growth is invariably bounded. Thus, empirically-relevant theories incorporating learning by doing are hybrid models in which passive learning coexists with other sources of growth. But in such models, many of the distinctive implications of passive learning become unimportant. Moreover, passive learning is often an inessential component of long-run growth; to the contrary, too much learning can lead to stagnation.
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